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UCF wins thriller in overtime, 89-85, over South Florida -Sports, p. 24
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by STEPHANIE COPES
Staff writer
UCF held Cult Awareness
Week on its main campus Jan.
24-28. Theevent, which included
daily tables on the green, informational videos and a lecture in
the Wild Pizza, was meant to
inform students about cults and
how they operate.
Th~ main event of the week
was a lecture on cults held in the
Wild Pizza. The lecture included
guest speakers Judy Safransky,
a member ofthe Cult Awareness
Network, Carol Giambalvo, a
cult information specialist and
exit counselor, and John Arnold,
former member of the Boston
Church of Christ, an alleged cult
group. The speakers discussed
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Title IX violation raises
concerns for men's track
increasing the !lumber of grantsin-aid for women athletes, adding a women's sport or two, limThe UCF men's track team iting the number of men who parhas a dim light shining on it these ticipate in football or eliminating
days - a sort of darkness which a men's sport.
"There is a black cloud hanghas the potential to black out the
hopes and dreams of UCF's fast- ing over men's track and field but
there's nothing official stating
est athletes.
An investigation into the gen- whether or not the sport will be
der equity of UCF's athletics by dead. We hope it ·isn't, but we
the U.S. Department of just have to see and wait and find
Education's Office of Civil Rights out what really happens," track
is forcing the school to plan for coach Doug Loftus said.
"We have not made a decision
some changes in its sports proyet on if we wil I eliminate a men's
grams.
A federal law known as Title sport or not. We are definitely
going to add a women's sport,"
Athletic Director Steve Sloan
said .
There is a black cloud
Sloan also said that it has not
been
decided which women's
hanging over men's track
sport
would
be added, but that the
and.field ...
team would compete in the 1994--Doug Loftus
95 season.
U CF track coach
Since becoming the coach two
years ago, Loftus has worked to
increase the involvement of
women who participate in track
IX states that all schools which
and field.
receive federal money must have
"The program has become
proportional numbers of women ·
more congenial in terms of havand men participating in their
ing the women and the men being
sports programs.
together as a family. Also the
Mainly because of football,
numbers have increased. We have
the number of men and women
a lot more women now than I
athletes at UCF is not proportional. The school is about to
make changes to correct that.
Those changes could include
See VIOLATION, page 5
~yTIM
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Staff writer
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Semi Perry fillds 11ew
frie11ds a11d /rile advelllllre
wllile digging ditcllel/!
P•I• 12

what cults do, their negative results,. the earmarks of a cult and
the psychological impact of cults
on cult members.
"We tried not to distinguish
between religion and cults," said
Shawn Aaron, a self-proclaimed
concerned student who helped
coordinate Cult Awareness
Week. "Instead, \Ne tried to distinguish between harmless and
destructive cults. A destructive
cult uses deceptive recruiting
techniques to lure new members."
The use of deceptive recruiting techniques was only one of
many complaints speakers at the
lecture had against the Boston

Church of Christ. The activities of come or not come to meetings.
this alleged cult group were a major We don't harass people. But look
topic of discussion at the lecture, at it this way. If you're married
and of particular interest to students and you and your spouse get a
was one of the church's affiliate divorce, you are bound to have
groups, Alpha Omega, which is bad feelings toward your spouse.
It's kind of like that with people
present on campus.
"The Boston Church of Christ is who come to the group and then
one of the biggest destructive cults don't come back."
"Students have been pressured
on college campuses, and Alpha
Omega is a part of it," said Aaron. into giving all their tuition money
"They freely admit to it. There have to Alpha Omega," said Aaron.
been several complaints about Al- "They are told the activities of the
pha Omega lodged with the dean's group are more important than
office. Students who have gone to school. Girls in the group are only
the group's so-called Bible talks allowed to date one weekend day
and decided not to come back have a week; and can only date people
been continually harassed by mem- in the group. They can't date the
bers of the group. They've been same guy more than once a month,
told they were evil - the devil's and if they want to, they have to
child - and would go to hell if they get permission from their
didn't come back. "Some students discipler, the group leader. The
have had to drop out of school due di scipl er is always checking up on
to emotional breakdowns caused by [group members] to make sure
[they are] fo1lowing the rules.
harassment from Alpha Omega."
Raymond Thorpe, a member of [Alf>ha Omega] doesn't tell any of
Alpha Omega, is quick to disagree. ' this before you join."
"We are, quite simply, not a cult,"
See CULT, page 3
Thorpe said. "People are free to

Stanford lagging in women faculty
D About 14 percent of
faculty are women.
National Student News Service
Stanford University needs
to work on recruiting and retaining more women, according to a res9lution adopted by
Stanford Un'iversity's faculty
senate. ·
The recommendation came
after a committee report noted
Stanford's lag in the recruitment of women faculty. The
recommendation includes increasing the percentage of
women faculty, ensuring equal
pay, developing recruitment
plans for women and helping
faculty to integrate their work
and family lives.

In Opinion
Collld tllis be a UCF
stlldellt senate member?
Maybe ...

Pll• 9

Despite increases in the number
of women faculty at Stanford University in recent years, 43 percent
of Stanford's departments still have
no tenured women, a report from
the provost's Committee on the Recruitment and Retention of Women
Faculty said.
In addition, nearly 40 percent of
the dep~rtments hiring new faculty
in the fast five years hired a man.
Stanford Provost Condoleezza
Rice told the senate that the low
numbers of women at the university are "doubly bad news" because
female doctorate degrees are available in most disciplines.
"Intellectual prowess comes in
both genders and all colors," Rice
said. "We're not doing really well in both genders and all colors, and
so we're probably missing out on
some part of intellectual prowess."
New•
Opinion
Clauified

Feature•
Sports

According to the American Association of University Professors' 1992-93 statistics, women
account for 14.2 percent of
Stanford's faculty, exactly half of
Columbia University's 28.4 percent. Women make up almost 26
percent of the faculty at Dartmouth
College, almost 24 percent at Yale
University and 19 percent at
Harvard University.
"Ironically, Stanford, which
has been co-educational since its
founding, has lower representation of women on its faculty than
do Yale, Princeton and Dartmouth,
institutions that have had all-male
student bodies Ulltil recently," the
report said.
The committee also found that
senior faculty women's salaries
were generally lower than those
of equal-experienced males.
1-8
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of the seizures did not involve
drugs Berry said. As little as $500
Two Pulitzer Prize-winning was taken away from drivers simjournalists awarded the 1992 ply because officers were suspiPulitzer Prize for investigative cious.
The two reporters also discovreporting
spoke at a ered that 90 percent of the motorSociety of ists stopped were black or HisProfessional panic. In three out of four cases no
Journalists charges were filed. But out of 262
meeting Feb. cases, only four got all their money
back.
1 3 at UCF.
Most motorists settled out of
Orlando
Sentinel edi- court and usually got half of their
tor Michael money back. The police departLudden Ludden and ment kept the other half to buy ~
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Steve Berry, who both won the and hats Ludden said.
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Vogel tried to give the impres1992 Pulitzer for investigative reporting, spoke to about 30 stu- sion he was fighting a tough war
dents about the processes involved on drugs by taking dealer's money.
in writing an on-going investiga- The Orlando Sentinel published
more than 24 articles exposing his
tive story.
Berry and reporter Jeff Brazil tactics.
Students attending the twoexamined Volusia County Sheriff
Bob Vogel's drug task force for hour meeting asked Ludden and
12
1
more than a year. Vogel set up a Berry about details of the investispecial team to patrol Interstate gation, their careers and winning
I
I
95 for drug dealers. The team the Pulitzer.
"I never seriously thought that
would confiscate any money they
thought may be involved in a drug · I would win one. Now that I have
coupon per customer per visit.
I
it, I don't know why I didn't,"
deal.
I NotOnevalid
with other offers or specials.
"There is no sexy mystery of Berry said. Both men agreed the
Double meat available at extra cost.
I 3912 ALAf'AVA
TRAIL
I OFFER
GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION
I'\ Ii
how the story came about. It was prize represented · their time and
I 3912ALAFAYATRAIL I (1/2BLOCKSOUTHOFUNIVERSITY
a pretty obvious story," said commitment - not necessarily
SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY I
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
I (1/2 BLOCK
Ludden. Berry and Brazil copied the writing style of the peice.
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
277 3350
I OFFER EXPIRES: 2/16/94 I
When asked if he thought he
Sheriff Vogel's files and watched
could .do it again, Berry said
1,099 stops on video.
Berry said the first dozen files "Yeah. I did it before and I can do
showed a much different .picture it again."
·:·:·:·:·::::::=:-::;.;•..•.::::::.·.·.·
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one coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with other offers or specials.
Double meat available at extra cost.
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

3912ALAFAYATRAIL
(1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)

OFFER EXPIRES: 2/16/94
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12141 Collegiate Way ·
Orlando, FL 32817

Student

INDIVIDUAL MEALS

Phone ahead for pickup

•

381-8339.

•

•

GROUP MEALS

Rotisserie Chicken

Boston Trio™-serves up to 3 12.99

With 2 Side Items plus Corn Bread

1 Chicken plus 2 Large Side Items,
3 Corn Bread

Quarter Chicken Dark (Leg & Thigh)
Quarter Chicken White (Leg & W.ing)
Half Chicken

3.99
4.99
5. 99

-10% discount all day, everyday w/ UCF ID

Specialties

Family Meal-serves up to s_ 16.99
11/2 Chickens plus 3 Large Side Items,

5 Corn Bread

•

Hot Sides

With Corn Bread
Chicken Pot Pie
Chicken Caesar Salad
Side I tern SamplerTM-Choice of Any 3 Side Items
Chicken Salad-with Any 2 Side Items

3.99
3.99
3.99
4.49

Sandwiches
Chicken Breast-served on a French Roll
With Lettuce and Tomato
Chunky Chicken Salad-Served on a Fre0ch Roll
with Lettuce and Tomato

3.99
3.99

Homemade Soupcup

oowL

Old Fashioned Chicken

2.99

1.29

ith purchase of Any Additional Meal ...
dd any Individual Side Item
.99

-Baked Beans
-Buttered Com
-Butternut Squash
-Creamed Spinach
-Fresh Steamed Vegetables
-Garlic and Dill New Potatoes
-Homemade Mashed Potatoes
-Macaroni and Cheese
-Stuffing
-Zucchini Marinara

INDIVIDUAL
SIDE ITEM
1.39
LARGE
SIDE ITEM
3.59

-Ask About Other Seasonal Favorites

Cold Sides

With Purchase of Any Group Meal...
Add any additional Individual Sid~ Item
.99
~dd any Large Side Item
2.59

•

•

Baked Goods
Freshly Baked Cookies
Fudge Nut Brownies
Homemade Corn Bread

.79
.99
.39
1.99

Each
1/2 Dozen

Beverages

-Applesauce
-Cranberry Walnut Relish
-Garden Fresh Cole Slaw
-Potato Salad
-Tortellini Salad

•

•

•
Regular

Fountain Drinks (Free Refills)
Freshly Brewed Iced Tea and
Coffee (Free Refills)
Specialty Drinks

Large

.79

.99

.79

.99

•

1.. 29

-Ask About Other Seasonal Favorites

The Freshest Thing Going

..
®

•

•
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Chinese New Year celebration comes to UCF
by KISHA DUNN
Staff writer
A bit of China came to UCF
Friday as celebrations heralding
the Year of the Dog kicked off in
the Visual Arts building.
The celebration, which was
put on by the International Student Association , featured perfonnances by dancers from the new
theme park Splendid China.
There was also a violin performance by Yan (Annie) Zhu, to
whom the proceeds of the night
went so that she can continue her
education at UCF. Those in attendance were treated to authentic
Chinese dishes and tea.
Jim Christensen, a representative of Splendid China, was also on
hand to talk about the park, the
celebration, and the People's Republic of China.
There were 15 male and 15 female perfonners who captivated
the audience with exotic dances
such as the Peacock dance, the
Dance of the Han Maidens and the
Kazaks Sword Dance. A narrator
provided the audience with information about each dance and the
region from which it came.
The dancers were all from the
People's Republic of China and
did not speak English; however,
one Chinese folk singer performed a rendition. of "Long
Lonely Summer."
The members of the International Student Association were
very pleased.with the turnout, which

filled the Visual Arts auditorium to
capacity .
"They worked very hard on it;
they were thrilled," said Joanna
McCully, the hostess for the evening
as well as the coordinator for the
office of International Student Services.
The Chinese New Year celebration is just one in a series of cultural events put on by ISA. The
next event, scheduled for later this
month, will be an evening of Scandinavian Folk dancing. The proceeds from this event will fund
ISA's trip to the association's national convention in Miami, where
it will present its award-winning
presentation on motivating students to become involved in campus activities.
Due to the size of the event this
year, said McCully, the event
might be held in the Arena next
year so that the 'crowd can be accommodated.
The most pleasing thing about
the event, she said, is that three
quarters of those in attendance
were not Chinese. "It is good that
we were able to educate some
people about another culture."
"The event was a good way for
me to learn something about the
Chinese culture."
This year marks the 4,692nd
Chinese new year.
In the Chinese zodiac, each
year is given the name of one of
twelve animals, each of which has
specific characteristics. Each per-

cuLr,1rompage1
"Of course people hate us ,"
said Thorpe. "PeoplehatedJesus,
too, and we're all trying to live
our lives like Jesus would. Jesus
was persecuted, and so are we.
Other churches must not be doing
things like Jesus would do, or
they'd be.getting some heat, too."
According to Aaron , student
reaction to the lecture was favorable.
"The lecture was a success,"

son born in the year of a specific
animal has the characteristics of
that animal. Anyone born in the
year of the dog is considered by
the Chinese to be loyal, honest
and able to keep secrets. Years of
the dog include 1958, 1970, and
1982. Some famous people born
under the dog sign are Socrates,
Benjamin Franklin, and David
Niven.

saidAaron. "Wewereapproached
by several members of Alpha
Omega who wanted more information on cults. All the materials
we used have been donated to the
library and can be found there, including infonnation on the Boston
Church of Christ. All I can say about
the lecture is, it worked. People are
searching for the truth now, and that
was the whole purpose of Cult
Awareness Week."

COMPUTER NUTS
Mail order prices .. .locally
Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

DELUXE SYSTEMS
486DX2·66/128K.VLB 1609
486DX·50/128K VLB 1579
486DX·40/128K VLB 1419
486DX~331128K VL~
1439
486SX·25/128K VLB
1219
486DLC-40/128K ISA 1189

· CUSTOMIZATIONS

-·- -- -- ·- . -·- · - ·- ·- . - ·- ·- ·- . - · - · - · - · - · -· - . - · - ·- ·- ·- .

-·- · - ·-· -. -·- ·- ·- . - .- ·- ·- ·- ·-. -·-· -· - ·-· -·- . -· - ·-·- ·- .- · - ·- ·- · -·- .- · -· - . - ·Extra 4 Meg RAM
Exta 12 Meg RAM
VLB IDE mth 1/0
VLB Video 1 Meg
425 tvl3 Hard Drive
341 M3 Hard Drive
200 tvl3 Hard Drive
387DX40 Math Co.
250 M3 T~e Drive

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Sub
Add
Add

176
460
20
30
130
60
46
59
164

Microsoft Mouse
Paradise Accel 24
P-aradise Value
17"CTX 1760DF

/ldd
Add
Add
Add
15'CTX1561LR
Add
14.4 Fax Modem
Add
24196 Fax Modem Add
250VAUPS
Add
Surge hre& S3T Add

'

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY FROM COMPUTER NUTS
Toshba 34018 CD ROM
389
Pro Audio Spectrum 16
139· Sound Galaxy NX Pro 119
Panasonic CDR 562 CD ROM 209
Sound Bla&er 16 Basic
135 80 Watt Speakers
89
M~sumi CD ROM
159
Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe 119 LABTEC ~ Speakers 24
Choose fran our selection of CD titles G'eatPrices

7359 Lake Underhill Road

· Mon-Sat lOam - 6pm

(At the corner of Lake ·Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

.

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax: (407) 658-9615

VISA, MASTERCARD & _DISCOVER ACCEPTED

Italian Restaurant &... Pizzeria

• Calzones
• Subs

•

Pizz~

• Veal
• Seafood

• Salads
• Chicken

•

by the slice

Wide variety of pizza and pasta dishes
Eat in or take-out!
Hours: Mon-Thurs llam-lOprrt. Fri-Sat llam-llpm. Sun Noon-lOpm.

..

r--------------,
r--------------,
1 Grand Opening Special
1 1 Grand Opening Special 1
I
I ·I
I ---·I I
·
.
1 $2.00 off any large pizza 1 1 F~ee 2-bter bottle ~~ ;peps1
I
I I with the purchase of any large or S1c1han Pizza
...

______________ .J

1 Expires 2/28/94. Not valid with any other offer.

I
I
1I

..... ________ .. ___ _.J
I Exoires 2/28/94. Not valid with anv other offer.

•
•

49

Systems Include: Motherboard w'CPU, 4MB RAM, 251 MB Hard [)'ive, 1.2 ~and 1.44 MB Floppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1 ~1G Controller, 1 MB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 KeyboB"d,
Case w''ll.O Watt Power Supply, DOS 6.2, WindolNS 3.1, 3-Button M:>use

Grand Opening!

• Pizza
• Pasta

30
130
30
470
140
129
42
109

4250 Alayafa Trail • 359-5900

In the new University

. Palms Shopping Center,
comer of Alayafa and
McCollach, next to
Publix.
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Students becomeAIDSconscious
D College students
begin to understand
the importance of
AIDS awareness.
National Student News Service
With an estimated one in
500 college students infected
with the HIV virus, students are
becoming aware that they must
learn how to protect themselves
from getting AIDS, Health officials say.
The startling figure was
found in a study conducted by
the Centers for Disease Control
and the American College
Health Association.
The experiment was conducted by testing 20,000 blood
samples ·drawn at 35 college
health centers. The blood was
drawn for purposes other that
AIDS testing, and the non identifying demographic samples
were drawn between September 1989 and December 1990.
AIDS cases are expected to
increase because risk factors associated with AIDS are evident
among college students. Risks,
such as having sex with a number of partners and not using a
condom during every sex act,
exist for students on campuses
nationwide. Information from
university health centers also
indicates that students use alcohol and other drugs that may
impair their judgment when it

''

It may take 50 · times
before they 1re infected,
or it may take once.
~Sharon

Douglass
director UCF HIV-AIDS
Institute

comes to sex.
"It may take 50 times before
they're infected, or it may take
once," said Sharon Douglass, director of the HIV-AIDS Institute
at UCF. "But it's going to happen."
AIDS is the sixth-leading
cause of death among 15-to 24year-old men and women in the
United States, according to CDC
statistics. The only way for college students to protect themselves from becoming infected is
to become aware of the risks and
take precautions, officials said.
The HIV-AIDS Institute, a
non-profit institution founded in
1977, is designed to educate students intellectually and emotionally about the effects and risk of
contracting AIDS.
Douglass, the founder of the
institute and professor of the
course, said her class of about
200 students per semester is always filled She said students are
eager to learn about AIDS and {he
class has been a valuable tool for
getting the message about AIDS
to the students.
"It goes in one ear, sticks and

tt1indrift
949 Crowsnest Circle • Orlando, Florida 52825 • ( 407) 658-0975

-Close enough to UCF to be convienent
-Yet far enough away to get away from it all.

'~i~q~.frbm. ~~yptba1i irifect~ ¢rSci~

.: :.:

Washer/Dryer included in every apartment
Screened patios
Fitness Center
Jacuzzi/Pool
Dishwasher
Racquetball courts/Tennis courts
Frost-free Refrigerator
Garbage Disposal
elf-Cleaning Oven
Spacious Walk-In Closets
We Love and Welcome Pets (some restrictions)

.

·1JAska00ut,ilie$.et4atbistoryofcurrentand.future•seipartners.
·g~uce 1M h\!Afbetofse~ partneti tb nlinimize the risk of HIV
~nredfon.

. ·

·.

.

OA1~ys use~~Ja.tex.coridom from stariJ~finish during the sex act,

Move In Special!
1 Bedroom Deluxe

$199

2 Bed/2Bath

$299

•

Move in by February 28, 1994
stays," Douglass said
Since her class is designed to
appeal to students emotionally,
AIDSvictimsareoftenguestlecturers.Studentsalsowatchaslide
presentation about people who
are dying from the disease.
"Seeing how AIDS victims
actually suffer made me think
about the fact that I have to take
precautions at all times ifl don't
want to suffer like them someday," said an anonymous
student's evaluation of the
course.
Dougl_ass, a respiratory
therapy professor, said most students have some kind of misconception about the disease before
taking the class. She said some
students still think of AIDS as a
disease only gay men or drug
users get.
However, the number of
AIDS cases attributed to heterosexual contact increased by 21
percent from 1990 to 1991 according to the CDC.
Douglass said that after about
two weeks of the class the students realize what they knew before the class about HIV was
minuscule, and she said by the
end of class they realize how
uninformed they were about the
disease.
Since Douglass began teaching the class in 1986, she has had
four HIV-positive students in her
class, and another student had
full-blown AIDS. She said there
have probably been other ~udents infected in her class, but
chose not to tell Douglass about
their illness.
Douglass said she thinks her
class is changing attitudes of the
students who take her course.
She said many of her students
tell her that they are asking more
questions before deciding to
jump into bed with someone. Shesaid her former students tell her
that they are waiting longer be- ·
fore having sex with a new partner and are now practicing safer
sex by using condoms.
Students may be waiting
]onger to have sex, but they are
only practicing selective protection, said Joanne Auth, a health
educator at the University of
Florida's Health Center.
Auth said many students are

using condoms only when they
feel their partner is at risk. "And
that may not be enough of the
time," she said.
Acc·ording to Auth, it is difficult for students to comprehend
that someone infected with HIV
doesn't necessarily look sick; in
fact, they can look healthy for
years.
College students tend to think
theyknoweverythingaboutAIDS
although many students do not
know about a second strain of
AIDS that is mostly found in West
African countries, but is also being found in the United States.
Auth said.
Unlike Douglass, Auth thinks
it is difficult to teach college students about AIDS because they
think they know everything. She
said during her presentations to
-classes she has to grab the audjence by providing entertainment
and getting the students involved
in the discussion.
In an effort to grab the attenti on of the l 8-to-24-year-old
crowd, an AIDS cartoon was produced by the National Institute on
Drug Abuse of the Federal Department of Health and Human
Services. The cartoon is geared
toward educating the younger generation about the connection between the use of drugs and alcohol
and unsafe sex.
The public service campaign
is titled, "Get high, get stupid, get .
AIDS," It targets the college-age
crowd with the message that it's
easy to get AIDS if you're high on
drugs or intoxicated.
"Young adults are particularly
vulnerable to AIDS, and many of
them are turned off by scare tactics," said Avraham Forman,
deputy chief of the Community
and Professional Education
Branch of the National Institute of
Drug Abuse.
According to Forman, the cartoon characters used in the campaign look, talk and behave like
the target audience.
The campaign, as well as other
campus programs, is teaching students how to protect themselves
from becoming infected because
AIDS is not a gay disease or a
druggie disease; rather, it is a disease that cuts across all social
boundaries.

Don't Delay, Call Today!
658-0975

Student Bargains
1

s-ave -more. It's been rented. before.

'·

Sleeper & Chair Sets ....... ~ ...........from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .......................from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets .............................. .from $ 59.99
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ -v.1sA· ]
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Sat. I 0 a.m.-5 p.m.

r••J

CORT~
FURNITURE RENTAL
CLEARANCE CENTER

•
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Everybody can
succeed at
standardized tests.
We repeat.
Everybody can
succeed at
standardized tests.
But nobody can
get it all right,
right away.
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• Title IX investigation continues
VIOLATION, from page 1

•

•

•

think we've ever had," Loftus
said.
Many of the women who run
track believe that eliminating the
men's track t~am would be a
step backwards for getting
women involved in their sport.
"We're a whole team. The
halfofus aren't going to want to
come out here without the whole
team. If they're going to eliminate the guys they might as well
eliminate the girls too," said
sophomore long-distance runner
Tiffany Hill.
"I like having my teammates
cheer me on . . . . We're just
going to be traveling even more.
No one's going to want to come
compete at UCF. I think it's going to make the track program
for the females even worse here,"

said sophomore Valeria
Valenzuela.
To be eligible for Divis ion IA
competition,
UCF must
have
14
Loftus
sports.
Right now there are 15 sports;
adding one women's sport will
make 16. UCF may not have the
budget to support 16 programs
and
that's
why
the
track team is fearing elimination.
"This season I think a lot of
[school] records will be set and
that might influence some people
out there," Loftus said "but ultimately we' re talking about money
and not records."

Volunteer program serves as national model
National Student News Service
PITTSBURG - The
Duquesne University volunteer
initiative for students and employees has gotten the .attention
of other institutions interested in
creating or restructuring their
volunteer service programs, of-

Instant acceptance ·guaranteed at Bard College
National Student News Service
ANNADALE-ON
HUDSON, N.Y. - Remember
the wait between applying for
school and the day the letter finally arrived? Fun, right?
If you were interested in ap~
plying to Bard College, you
would have had the opportunity
to find outright away if you were

r--------,
&!!8.

accepted or not. Bard, throughout the month of January, is
taking its Immediate Decision
Plan on the road to Chicago, Los
Angles, San Francisco, Seattle,
Boston and Washington, D.C .
Prospective students will attend an interdisciplinary seminar
taught by a Bard faculty member, and afterwards will be interviewed by Bard admission coun-

Subs & Salads

Subs & Salads

FREE

FREE

6'' SUB . 12251 University Blvd.
FREE

Buy One 6" Sub and Get One of
Equal or
Lesser Value

exp. 3/1/94

DEflHfl'S SKIH flRT STUDIO
.
TATTOOS
..
Individual expression with

.f . ·

a 11 etime ~uarantee

DEANA LIPPENS

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups I
14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8
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WE FRESH SLICE OUR SUBS TO ORDER'•

China Coast Restaurant is Opening at
another new location in Orlando
When it comes to good food - and great opportunities - no one does it
better than General Mills Restaurants, Inc. We're China Coast, the newest
concept in the full service Chinese dinnerhouse marketplace, and sister
concept to The Olive Garden and Red Lobster.

Pa{ms

•
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•

Walters/Waitresses
Apprentice Wok Cooks
Line Assemblers.
Dish Machine Operators

You'll find great pay, excellent benefits, and plenty of room to grow as
we do. Find out more.

Apply in person daily from 9am-6pm
beginning Monday, February 7 or
call (407) 898-6624 for an appointment.

China Coast
Herndon Plaza
3552 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL

~l~(OAST.
R£STAURAlllT

An Equal Opportu"lity Employer

exp. 3/1194

Not valtd with any other discount ofler Not valid w/delivery
\orders. Vahd with this coupon only. One per customer
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We're looking for motivated team members for the following positions:
• Hosts/Hostesses
• Bartenders
•Prep Cooks
• Server Assistants
•Cashiers

With Purchase of 2
Medium Drinks
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OPPORTUNITIES
TO SUIT EVERY TASTE

FOOTLONG
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(Across from UCF • Next to UC6Cinema)

With Medium

Licensed, Award Wm~mg
Female Artist

selors who have reviewed the previously received application materials. Applicants are then given
a decision on the spot.
The program, established 15
years ago, is also held on Bard's
Annandale-on-Hudson campus.
"Many of the applying students are impressed by the personal attention they get," said
Dean Stuart Levine.

r·.-&ltrB
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The Duquesne program has
loggedl6,800 volunteer hours
and raised $76,139 for170
public service agencies. The
focus of the initiative is doing
charitable activities and providing tutors, companions and
volunteers in the Pittsburgh
area.

ficials at Duquesne said.
Officials from the University
of Washington, Clarion University , Slippery Rock University
and the University of Pittsburgh
have all requested information
about how to begin or change
their programs to the Duquesne
model.

366-1177

rangements, green p{ants,
ba{{oons, gift baskf,ts
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POLICE REPORT
0 Carlos Correa became the victim
of a starer in the library at UCF
Feb. 2.
Correa claimed he noticed a man
staring at him through the book
shelves on the second floor. Correa
moved to another table, but was
followed. He then lost sight of the
man.
Later, the man was seen circling
through the book shelves where
Correa was sitting. Again the man
was staring at Correa.
Correa confronted the man asking why he was staring at him. The
man turn~d and walked away.
The starer was seen later and
was confronted by Correa for the
second time. The man looked at his
watch, said he had to take his kid to
the doctor, and left.
Correa does not know the suspect or why he was following him.
The investigation was ongoing
at press time.

0 Three men answered they were
feeding the ducks after being asked
their purpose in being at the retention pond near the Graseby Electronic Optics building
UCF police found a casting net
in the area which the men admitted owning
After further questioning, the
men admitted they were trying to
steal a duck as a fraternity prank.
No charges were filed.

0

A female student waiting for a
parking space had a verbal disagreement with a second driver
after he pulled into the spot for
which she was waiting.
The second driver pulled out of
the spot and drove off, having to
park farther away. The first driver
then parked in the spot.
When she returned to her vehicle later, she found a hand-written note which read, "Look here

you ... ugly stupid Bitch, you just
flicked off the wrong person. I
have your license number so I sure
hope I don't see your car around
anywhere. Have a nice . . . day
Bitch"
The woman did not recognize
the man and does not want to have
him charged.

0 On Dec. 7, about 5 :30 p.m. Erik
Swoboday left his red 1969
Chevelle locked on North Gemini
Boulevard and Alafaya Trail west
of the Sigma Chi House.
When he returned on Jan. 4, his
car was still there. The next day
when he returned again, the car
was missing.
The car was inoperable and
would have had to be towed when
taken.
Towing companies were called
but no one had removed the car.
The car has not been recovered.

r--------------------,
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MR. KABOB
Greek and..1. 1editerranean Cuisine

l
112245 University Blvd.
I Orlando, FL 32817
1282-4442

10% Off
w/ this coupon

!Across from UCF in the UC6 Shopping Center
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UCF aids small business
Students who dream of opening their own business don't have
far to go for some advice.
The Small Business Development Center is located in the
College of Business Administration, and it offers unlimited free
counseling to people who are in
the process of, or are thinking
about, opening a business.
"We've been very successful
with helping people open businesses," Diane Mullin, marketing specialist for SBDC, said.
"And we continue to help them
run successful, profitable businesses."
Mullin could not release the
names of the businesses that were
helped due to strict confidentiality laws.
The SBDC has been at UCF
for 13 years, and is partially sponsored by the university.
It cover.s businesses in nine
counties, including Seminole,
Orange and Osceola.
Excep for the University of

Florida and Florida State University, each Florida universities has
a SBDC.
The center is staffed with six
professionals and six support staff.
Thereare also40community volunteers.
They only have one workstudy student working with them,
due to budget restraints.
"We're thinking about adding
student staff," Al Polfer, director
of SBDC, said.
Even though there is no student staff, students are not excluded from SBDC actiYities.
Workshops and seminars are continually offered at half price for
both students and faculty.
Dave Ruscitti, a former UCF
student who hopes to open a sports
store some day, said he recently
found out about the seminars and
plans on attending one.
"I think it'll be worth my
while," said Ruscitti. "I'm sure
I'll get some ideas on how to go
about getting a business started."
In addition to the UCF location, SBDC has an office in the
UCF Business Center on East
South Street in Orlando.

New loan program will
make student loans easier
National Student News Service
WASHINGTON - Convenient
one-stop shopping at the financial
aid office will make borrowing
money easier for college students at
105 selected colleges, the U.S. Department of Education announced
recently.
The new program - the Federal
Direct Student Loan Program - will
provide funds directly to students
through the colleges rather than
through private lenders.
The program will eliminate excess profits in the current system
and capitalize on the government's
ability to borrow money at low interest rates. The program was establi hed to save taxpayers an esti-

mated $4.3 billion through fiscal
year 1998.
U.S. Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley announced late last
year the schools selected to participate in the first year of the program.
All regions of the country and most
states will have co11eges participating in the program. More than 1,100
schools applied to participate.
The colleges selected represent
public, private and proprietary institutions. As required by law, direct Joans will account for 5 percent
of new students loans for the 199495 academic year, estimated to be
more than $1 billion. ·
President Clinton' s direct lending proposal is part of the Student
Loan Reform Act of 1993.

Polfer said that Florida is a
dynamic state with many business
opportunities, and that SBDC is
there to help some of them grow.
"Our mission is economic development for Central Florida and
to provide for increased employment," Polfer said. "We do that by
making businesses more stable."
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Sublette speaks on differential tuition
DA Florida·State
·~
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Representative
illustrates his opposition to the tuition increase.
by REP. BILL SUBLETIE
Special to the Future

)

Last session I fought, with
the aid of the Florida Student
Association, a heated battle in
the Florida Legislature to maintain the current tuition agreement
entered into between our state
universities and the Florida StudentAssociation. Thatagreement
provides that state university system students will pay no more
than 25 percent of the cost of
attending a State University. The
Board of Regents made a concerted effort to circumvent the
current tuition agreement restrictions by requesting the "tuition
flexibility" to raise tuition and
allow for "''differential tuition,"
an effort they intend to undertake
again this year.
I firmly believe that any increase in the cost of tuition beyond the amount permitted by
the current tuition agreement will
be detrimental to you, your families, and the quality of our state

university system.
Unfortunately, many believe
that an education in the Florida
university system has become too
much of a "bargain," too much of
a good thing which must come to
an end. They argue for tuition increases and as support for their
position point out that Florida currently ranks in the country in the
amount of tuition it charges instate students and that Florida has
been rated one of the "best buys"
for college by US. News and World
Report magazine.
"Differential tuition" poses a
similar threat to the state uni versity system. Through "differential
tuition" certain state universities
will be allowed to charge more
than other state universities, a radical step away from the state's longstanding policy of uniform tuition
among all nine universities in the
system. Not only is differential
tuition the first step toward the
creation of a "flagship" university
system, as with higher tuition it
also is Hie first step toward a system of universities where admission is gained not on the basis of
academic or inteliectual merit, but
on the basis of the relative wealth
ofone's family. There is simply no
justification for a policy of"differential tuition" which bases enrollment at certain institutions upon
wealth.
The regents have acknowledged

the state's shortage of financial aid
and the widening gulf between
available need-based financial aid
and the cost of attending a state
university. Yet when asked how
they could justify the impact of
potential tuition increases upon
Florida's students in the light of
such serious shortfalls in financial
aid, the regents have replied that
the state university system would
be seeking more than $54 million
in additional financial aid appropriations to soften the blow of tuition increases. Thus, it is very
likely you and your families will
be left with higher tuition and no
corresponding increases in financial aid.
Acting alone I simply do not
have the votes, nor the support,
among the Members on the Legislature to defeat the regents "tuition
flexibility" proposals which allow
for tuition increases and differential tuition. Last year the students
of the state university system were
the only allies I had in my battle
against tuition in~reases and differential tuition. Concerned students need to let the elected student b,ody representatives know of
their opposition to "tuition flexibility" with its attendant tuition
increases and differential tuition,
and also their parents neeed to let
their.state legislators and the Board
of Regents know of their opposition.

Florida Student Association
sees benefits in tuition increase·
by TOM BAYSTON, JR.
Staff writer
Reversing its position of previous years, the Florida Student Association is supporting a revised
version of Florida House Bill 839
which would allow the state universities to charge different matriculation fees, said Chris Marlin,
president of Student Government
and chair of FSA.
Marlin said the FSA is lobbying for a list of eight modifications
to HB 839 as it is now written, but
supports the concept of differential tuition and flexibility. "The
vote was overwhelming in favornot unanimous, but almost," Marlin said.
Differential tuition means that
each of Florida's state universities
could vary the matriculation fees
withirt limits above or below a
mark established by the state legislature. Today all state universities charge the same per credit
hour. The cost to attend the schools
in the state university system still
vary, from a low of$847.95per15
credit-hours at the University of
Florida to a high of $927 .90 at the
University of South Florida. They
vary because each school is allowed to charge different activity
and service, health, and athletic
fees.
Differential tuition would mean
that tuitions would rise or fall in

response to demand. Those who
can attract students despite an increase can charge more, while
those who cannot will have to
charge less, Marlin said. "I think
UCF could stand a hike," compared to FSU which enrolled 1,000
students less than projected for
this year. With all tuition money
going to a common fund and divided equally "our success
[UCF's] funded USF's andFSU's
incompetence," Marlin said with
emphasis.
Differential tuition would allow the school that raised tuition
to keep that money at home for
critical improvements, Marlin
added. "We are at a critical stage
in the development of higher education. Educational budgets are
falling all over, and in Florida all
education combined only gets 11
percent of general revenues; perstudent funding ranks 48th among
the states. Our universities need
the flexibility to raise and keep
their own money for local improvements and to meet their critical needs."
Marlin said that FSA wants to
lower the differential limit as originally written in HB 839 from 10
percent to seven percent; there is
already a cap of five percent per
year change by law. It would take
two years to implement a sevenpercent change up or down.
FSA is opposed to "block tuitions," according to the FSA ''Is-

sue List" recently released. Block
tuition sets .a fixed for 12 or more
credit-hours per semester. Proponents of block tuitions feel it provides incentive for students to
carry more hours. Critics feel it
unfairly penalizes students who
can't manage such a heavy courselo~d, for whatever reasons.
FSA also wants to include real
participation-more than mere
"consultation"-by student governments in implementing and allocating the tu~tion increases, similar to the way Service & Activity
and other local fees are decidedby a council comprised of one
half students, one half faculty and
administration.
Other modifications to HB 839
adopted in the FSA Issue List are:
annual rather than unspecified
periodic evaluations of student
indebtedness; restoring the 25-7 5
percent split of costs between student tuitions and state revenuestuitions have drifted up to 29 percent of total despite the law; and
"enhancement" of student aid.
Marlin said he knows that Rep.
Bill Sublette is the major opponent of differential tuition. In the
past FSA has been Sublette's major ally, but now that has changed.
"I understand Sublette' s concern
-it is for the affordability of education for all. But a differential
tuition will not exclude students
from this system based on their
ability to pay," Marlin said.

· Considering the paper is
due tomorrow, aren't rou
glad we're open all night?

AtKinko's you'll find the computers, printers and software you need
to meet challenging deadlines.
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University of Central Florida

FREE CHECKING
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Sometimes trying to figure out the cost of a bank account
takes a college degree ... Not at 1st National Bank!
Our Regular Checking Account is FREE for as long as you bank with us. There is ...
• NO Minimum Balance Requirement
• NO Monthly Service Charge
• NO Per Check Charge
NO KIDDING!
Stop by today and save ... Bring this ad and receive your
first order of 50 checks free!
7580 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 677-5595~
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0 ECO-Action, Inc., a recent1ycreated non-profit, educaitonal
organization representing the
launching of a new green initiative in Central Florida will sponsor a rummage sale at The ECOStore Feb. 12 and 13, located at
2421 Edgewater Dr., in Orlando;
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days.
Goods and volunteers are needed,
call ECO-Action at 649-3148 for
more information.
0 The UCF Creative School for
Children provides services for
children from age two to kindergarten. For the children's safety,
members of the UCF community
are asked to refrain from using the
school parking lot as a "shortcut"
or in attempt to avoid the Gemini/
Libra traffic light. Violators may
be issued traffic citations which
may cost up to $54.
OEffectiveJan. 31, 1994, students
who use the SGAMac lab will not
have to pay for laser copies. The
cost for each copy used to be five
cents. Each student who uses the
lab will have a limit of 100 free
copies per semester. Should a student exceed the limit during the
semester, more copies may oe pur-

chased through the Kiosk at five
cents each. This accumulation will
begin within the next twJ weeks.

Drug and alcohol free
.

concerned. Torregrosa encourages students to attend and voice their opinions. SGA will provide transportation
downtown to those who attend.

0 Student Body President Chris
Marlin and Vice-President I oeJ us- 0 The Multicultural Club will host a
buffet dinner to welcome the dancers
tin have requested a budget addendum to the senate for the purchase of the Danish Gymnastic and Sports
of a fax and copy machine. These Organization Feb. 19. Fifty-one memmachines will be for student use in bers from the island of Sealand, Denthe Maclab. SGA will subsidize m~k are visiting Orlando as guests of
faxing and copying so that the cost · local families. An evening of Danish
is significantly lower than thatofoff- folk dances and gymnastic musical routines will follow in the Visual Arts buildcampus copy centers.
ing at 8 p.m. Admission to the presentaOMiguelTorregrosa,JucidialAdvi- tion is free for students, $3 forothers. For
sor for the Student Government As- information contact Joanna McCully at
sociation, has been appointed to Or- 823-5504. Thedinneris$5 perperson
landoMayorGlendaHcxx:l' s ''Down- and is payable at the door. For further
town Panel on Nightime Activities." information contact: Amy Kosterat382The 16-member panel will study the 5657.
increasing evening crime problem in
the downtown entertainment ar- 0 UCF' s Public Rel~ons/Advertising
eas. Panelists are interviewing club Club, QUOTES, will be having a proand bar owners to gain input on gram meeting on Feb. 10 at 4 p.m. in
methods to stop the crime. Hood ro6m 213 of the Visual Arts building.
has proposed a curfew ~nd laws ''The Big Guys" progam panel will
requiring clubs and bars to close at consist of some large area employers:
2 a.m. The panel will soldify its Pete Cranis, Advertising Manager at
reommendations Feb. 22 and will Sun Bank, Barbara Grossman, Compresent its solutions to the city coun- munity/Media Relation Derictor at
cil Mar. 7. An open meeting will Florida Hospital, and Jo?11 McCain,
take place Feb. 1 from 6 to 9 p.m. . Manager of Consumer Marketing
at OrJando City Hall for all those at The Orlando Sentinel.

dorms established
National Student News Service sity created LIFE House is as an alternative to living with students who use
alcohol - neighbors whose behavior
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. Penn State established a drug-and translates into all kinds ofdisciplinary
alcohol-free dorm area for students problems," said Brian Moody, assiswho don't want to be in an environ- tant coordinator for residence life.
Some students who live in the drugment where drugs and alcohol are
free
zone have parents who are adprevalent, officials said.
dicted
to alcohol or drugs, or because
The third and fourth floors of a
dorm are part of LIFE House, or they themselves are recovering alcoLivinglnaFreeEnvironment.Resi- holics or drug addicts, officials said.
"It's OK that other people drink
dents who live on these floors sign
a contract not to use drugs, alcohol and we don't," said Chris Krausslach,
aresidentassistantfortheLIFEHouse.
or other controlled substances.
, "One of the reasons the univer- 'Th.is is simply a lifestyle."
/,,,.------.------ ..... \
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The UCF English Department
can boast about a new addition to
its ever-growing list of published
works. Professors Katrherine
Keller and Gfrald Schiftborst,
both members of UCF' s English
Department, co-edited a book on
17th century ideology called The
Witness of Times. Schiftborst explained that the book focuses on
the "way in which government
policies influenced literature."
Schiffhorst added the essays in
the book address the "same con-

cerns that the modern world [is
faced with] as they were first conceived in the 17th century. That
was when the seeds of today's
issues were originally planted."
Concerns about pub,ic vs. private
values, censorship, and attitudes
towards women are expounded
upon in Witness.
The UCF Biennial Conferences on Public Policy and the
Arts in 1991 provided the thoughtprovoking essays that inspired
Keller with the book idea. Keller
and Schiffhorst selected 15 essays out of approximately 40.
Keller contributed the introduc-

GRE
(Graduate Record Examination)

Test review Course
Dates:

Saturdays, February 26 through April 2
Six weekly sessions

Time:

9:00 AM - 1:00 PM

Location:

UCF Brevard Campus
Room 234.
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, FL 32922

Registration Fee:$150.00

For more infromation, call the Brevard Office of Continuing
Education at (407) 632-4129
The Brevard Office of Continuing Education also offers a
variety of weekend noncredit computer courses, basic to
advance level.

tion and worked with Schiffhorst to
organize the essays. "The proce~s
was long and complicated."
Schiffhorst admitted. "The authors
had to expand their essays into articles. It took from April 1991 to
March 1992 to get the essay development into what we were happy
with." The hunt for a publisher ended
in 1992 when the Duquesne University Press accepted their work.
Keller and Schiffhorst sent Witness
to the publisher in November of
1992. Their months of labor were
finally rewarded with the release of
a hard cover edition in December of
1993.
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"Over 5 Years experience
with University Students"

Woody Dudley, D.V.M.
Birds, cats, dogs, reptiles and exotics.

*Special rates for students, f acuity and staff*

UCF professors. explore government's
involvement in 17th century .literature
by ANDI JOHNSON
Staff wirter
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Allstate·

l IR67 Ea!'it Colonial Dr.
Orlando, M. )282(

(407) 823-8855

BUYING A CAR?

1
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Vietnam trade
embargo lifted, MIA
issue unresolved

)

The National Alliance of Families ca11ed the action
"tragic," while the Vietnam Veterans of America
declared that "a historic chapter has now closed."
The action these two groups are referring to is Pfesident
Clinton's lifting of the trade embargo against Vietnam,
which had been in place for 19 years. The decision was
made last Thursday and was heralded as "great news" by
the U.S.-Vietnam Trade Council, which is composed of 80
corporations, including Boeing, Caterpillar, General
Electric, and United Airlines.
With regards to the 2,238 United States Servicemen still
listed as missing in action in Vietnam, Clinton is "absolutely convinced" that opening trade ties is the best way to
learn of the missing servicemen's fates. However, POW/
MIA groups argue that the trade embargo was the United
States' ace in the hole, the most important leverage that the
United States had against Vietnam. In response to these
concerns, Clinton will set up a U.S. liaison office in
Vietnam to handle MIA concerns and human rights, and
the Vietnam Veterans of America has promised to work
with the Clinton Administration on POW/MIA concerns.
Whether or not the MIA issue is once and for all
resolved as a result of the lifting of the trade embargo
remains to be seen. Full diplomatic relations still have not
been restored. The United States still has leverage by not
restoring USNietnamese relations entirely--and Clinton
doesn't plan to restore full diplomatic relations until further
progress on the accounting of MIA's is made.
We can only hope that progress will be made on the
finding of the 2,238 MIA Servicemen in Vietnam as a
result of the lifting of the trade embargo.

Student Government
elections soon: Vote!
Next week students will have the opportunity to elect
the next Student Government President. Contrary
to popular belief, those tents you will be seeing next week
are not fraternity rush tents, nor are they sign-up booths for
obtaining credit cards, nor are they tents from the corporate
carnivals that appear on this campus from time to timethey are voting tents.
This year's election, in marked contrast to past elections,
appears to be a wide open race, without any one, clear-cut
front runner. With six tickets .running, the odds are good
that you will be able to find a candidate who you can
s•1pport. Therefore, it's in your best interest to vote this
year.
Student Government is in charge of allocating your
Activity and Service Fees, which means this year they were
in charge of $2.3 million, and next year, they will be in
charge of an estimated $3 million. About 10 percent of the
student body voted in last fall's senate elections, which is
pathetic and sad to say the least. Whether the cause for this
lack of turnout is student apathy, or the belief that student
senators are insensitive to the needs and concerns of
students (or both), one thing is certain: this must change.
We encourage you to vote, this year more than ever. The
stakes are too high, and so is our tuition for that matter.
With the field of candidates wide-open each vote can make
a difference this year.
The elections will be held next Tuesday and Wednesday
from I 0 a.m. to 7 p.m.
All you need to do is get your ID validated and take it to
those big, green tents.
You can't miss them.
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Children of the senate: A reporter's account
Since last semester, I .have been reporting on UCF's
Student ·Government. This job includes attending
weekly student senate meetings, meeting with Student Body
President Chris Marlin and Director of Public Relations
Wendy Wesley and attending various other functions. Last
semester, while attending one of the senate meetings, I got the senators even laughed at one of the speakers. Instead of
impression that these people act like little kids.
coming together as students of UCF, most of the senators
First impressions can be a little deceiving, so let me .divided themselves by where they attend class, and fought that
explain. To me and probably many other students at UCF, way. Neither side was willing to bend. In the end, the senate
acting like a little kid usually constitutes running around, voted down the bill but passed a resolution which recomscreaming, talking or laughing while other people are talking, mends to the Election Commission that the voting hours on the
and basically any other rude or disrespectful behavior.
Branch campuses be changed for this election only.
When I sat back to think about it, I realized that on various
During the miscellaneous business section of the meeting,
occasions our senators have acted like little kids. I even Senator Kane apologized to Senator Barber for the rude
considered buying each one of them a copy of the book All I behavior of certain members of the senate and for not passing
Need To Know/ learned in Kindergarten, but the funds at The the bill. During this time, other senators continued talking,
Future as well as my own funds were a little low. It would with one even jumping off a table to make his point. Now that
have been the perfect Christmas gift, but _times are tough. was one move I have never seen used on C-Span!
Perhaps this could be a suggestion for your Christmas list
The day after the meeting, I spoke with Marlin and exnext year.
pressed my disgust with the "children of the senate." At the last
Another thing I realized by attending the senate meetings meeting, the senators received a letter in which they were
is the intense animosity between the senators from the main reminded that "your behavior should serve as a model for
campus and the senators from the other branch campuses. The other students and should exemplify the excellence of our
branch campus senators are a small minority, but just like university." Marlin also told the senators that they should be
many other minorities these days, they go places ready for a "sensitive to their [the branch campuses] varied demographic
battle.
characteristics."
This was evident during a senate meeting two weeks ago
At the end, he included a translation (as he labeled it) saying
where senate members of the branch campuses attempted to "All of student government must work to abandon the 'sepapass a bill to change the voting hours on their campuses. These rate but equal' doctrine that seems to be becoming popular.
senators felt that the hours provided for them in the election Likewise, main campus students must continue to improve
statutes were decided at a time when the hours were conve- their relationships and enhance their involvement with their
nient, but they felt that now this was no longer true.
branch campus counterparts."
One of the big concerns with the bill was that it would cost
I don't know if the senators feel that their behavior will go
SG more money (on increased salaries of the Election Com- unnoticed by the small number of students who attend the
missioners, and the cost of having the League of Women meetings (usually no more than three), butl, for one, do not see
Voters assist with the elections). These fears were put to rest how the people' we elected to represent us in the distribution
by Senator Barber, thesenatorfrom the Brevard campus who of our Activity and Service fee feel that this behavior can be
introduced the bill. Ht~calculated that it would not cost SG any justified.
more money to change the hours. The branch campuses,
I invite students to come and watch the show. It's kind of
Senator Barber said, are only asking for ample time to vote. like a long lost episode of "Romper Room," and it airs 6:30
The introduction led to much debate and, at one point, a few p.m. Thursday night in the University Dining Room.
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Is Shaq worth $41 million? 'Hell no!' says heretical basketball fan
Shaquille O' Neal has now been a member of the Orlando
Magic for one and a half seasons. It is appropriate at this point
in time to give Shaq a report card and decide whether or not he
has earned any of his monumental $41 million contract.
Allow me to skip ahead and answer this question - HELL
NO!!!
I admit to being a Magic fan, and hence I want the team to
win as much as anyone. However, I am also a sports fan in
general and cannot endure much more of the Orlando fans and
media living in a world of fantasy. Shaq is seven-feet, oneinch tall, and yet people are amazed at his ferocious slam
dunks.
Is there anyone on this Earth who is seven-feet tall and
unable to do this? In fact, even William "The Refrigerator"
Perry can dunk a basketball. The truth is that Shaquille O'Neal
is still barely more than a side show on a team that is fortunate
to have more talent around him.
There were three qualities that made Shaq famous at
Louisiana State University. First, he could dunk the ball with
authority. I don't think anyone can deny he still has this
ability. Secondly, he played with a brutality that allowed him
to dunk the ball uncontested. He still beats the defense by

As everyone reads this with shaking heads, I challenge
everyone. Watch a Magic game on television. Here are two
main things to watch for:
1. Shaq' s left arm. Whenever he goes to dunk with his right
arm, the left is pushing someone away. This proves undoubtedly Shaq does, in fact, get special treatment from the referees.
pushing them out of the way. Finally, he couldn't hit free .
2. Shaq' s feet. Though they may be big, they do not move.
throws. Apparently, this is not a requirement of an NBA All- If a rebpund is not within an arm's rl. h 5haq makes no effort
Star.
to get it
This lack of effort helps to under•:t1nt.I why Shaq and the
Shaq leads the NBA in points per game (28.8), is fourth in
rebounds per game (12.4), and in free-:throw shooting he's- Magic went to Philadelphia to see Shawn Bradley out-rehe's - he's not even on the list! That's right, Shaq is an bound Shaq 16-5 and score more points against Shaq than
embarrassing 53.7 percent from the line. Fifty Three?! That Bradley had ever scored before.
would get a college player benched.
I am not saying that he won't or can't be a great player; he
If the Magic are willing to pay Shaq $41 milli9n, he shou lei simply isn't.
Perhaps Brian Hill and the rest "f thr ..:oaches should stop
have to spend every free moment practicing free throws. Does
telling
Shaq how great he is, and make him work as hard as any
he? No, he is too busy being a rapper and a movie st;µ- to give
a damn. With these new contacts loaded with incentives, other young player. If and when Shaquille O'Neal decides to
teamsshouldbeallowedtohaveDIS-incentives.Anappropri- put forth an effort worthy of an NBA All-Star, the rest of the
ate one may be to deduct $10,000 for each percentage point NBA will take notice as no player will be able to contain him.
below 75 percent. Let's face it: For a million dollars, I could However, until that time comes, Shaq continues to rob the
Orlando Magic and its fans of money he is NOT earning.
shoot 75 percent from the line.
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More planks from the Lazy Bastard platfonn: Costello·milks an·idea like a dairy cow
"He kicked his ASS!!"
- FSU Student Government ·
president Tracey Newman, on
UCF Student Government President Chris Marlin's performance
last year against write-in candidate Frog the Lazy Bastard, who
garnered 10 percent of the vote
while spending about $16, as compared to Marlin' s campaign expenditures of $972.53.
WHOO! Hello UCF! How does everybody feel!!?! You
got alotta good-looking girls! Are ya' ready to ... rock n'
roll!?! Oh yeah! Well let me tell ya' somethin' UCF: You got
a lot to be proud of, this campus looks like a damn ZOO! Let
me hear all the animals (cheer loud and light lighters now)! Oh
yeah! So here's a little column, it's about more planks from
the Lazy Bastard platform, and it's called... MORE PLANKS
FROM THE LAZY BASTARD PLATFORM!!!
It's amazing to me that I've gone this long without starting
off a column in a Pau~ Stanley-esque fashion. I could easily
write a column with nothing but PaulStanleyisms, and Lord
knows that that would be much more fun, but I promised to
continue the themeoflast week's column, so I guess I'd better
deliver, lest I lose my hard-earned "journalist" reputation. So.
here are some more Lazy Bastard planks, even though I don't
know why I even bother.
I seriously doubt that this year's crop of candidates have
the mental capacity to comprehend anything I say; only one
student senator understood the idea and reasoning behind Big
Lug Day; everybody else took it literally and tried to discuss
the legal ramifications of hugging strangers. Oh well, I might
as welljustcarryon withit-ifanythingit's morecheapyuks
at the Ballcap' s expense .. . When they campaign in their nice,
expensive suits, by all means ask them if they plan to adopt
any of the following Lazy Bastard planks:
Donate your $10,0001$8,500 salary to charity. In case I
haven't harped on this issue enough, the president of Student
Government makes $10,000 a year, and the vice-president
makes $8,500 a year. Chris Marlin says that the Executive
Branch gets paid this much by the state of Florida due to the
president/vice-president's "access" and "accountability," lest
young, rich white kids start taking over the Student Governments of Florida Universities, and former President DiBona
said that donating the salaries to charity is a violation of

First of all, I seriously doubt that the ATF will come in
and storm the Student Government offices if anyone dares to
give his or her salary to a worthy cause, and second, "access"
and "accountability" really shouldn't be concerns of the state
of Florida. These candidates know what they are getting
themselves into if elected: long hours of meetings, meetings,
and more meetings; access and accountability is a moot point.
("Le Soapbox" Funfact: If I worked for my dad in the
construction bidness year-round doing hot, sweaty labor with
hot, sweaty rednecks asking me if I get laid a lot, working
from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, with my
only perk being unlimited use of the company water cooler,
I STILL WOULDN'T MAKE $10,000 a year.)
The salary is a slap in the face to students who have to work
one, two, or even three minimum wage jobs in order to pay
for increasing tuitions and parking decals. If it can't be given
away entirely, there should at least be a pay cut of 50 percent.
Don't forget to mention Amway during next year's Cult
Awareness Week. Th~ CultoftheArnericanDream,obtained
via SEE Spray, LOC cleaner and assorted other generic
products, is as vile and insidious as anything Jim Jones or
David Koresh could come up with.
Bring any ofthe following bands/performers to next year's
Homecoming Concert, and the student body will think you 're
the proverbial shit: Ween, Lou Reed, Kiss, Van Morrison,
Johnny Cash, Kiss, Urge Overkill, Unrest, George Clinton,
Kiss, Butthole Surfers, Jello Biafra, Rollins Band, Kiss, Lisa
Stansfield, the Jackofficers, Rick Springfield, Kiss, Iggy
Pop, Mojo Nixon, Kiss, Kiss, and Kiss.
Before going on the air, require that all WUCF student
disc jockeys read the following disclaimer:
'1 am an idiot. I babble incessantly. I have no idea what I'm
talking about. I think Shock Lizard and 2 Doors Down are
alternative. I tend to rudely turn requested songs off half-way
through ifl don't like them. Please try and endure me: I'm not
half as witty, cute and endearing as I think I am. Thank you."
While I'm on the subject of WUCF, is there anything

we can do to get rid of whoever is making WUCF as sterile
and bland as a Depeche Mode song? I want to rustle me up
a posse to tie up and give the golden shower to whomever took
"Dr. Dave's Blues Show" off the air. If "incompetence"
means spontaneity, cool music, and even cooler anecdotes,
then perhaps incompetence is a good thing - something
WUCF is in short supply of these days. One stodgy, old-fart
station on the dial (WMFE) is more than sufficient.
Make every fourth Thursday of the month "Give the
Opinion Editor of The Central Florida Future a Box of Swiss
Cake Rolls Day." On this day, I am to receive a box of Swiss
Cake Rolls from every single UCF student. Those who fail to
do this will face expulsion. (Note: Star Crunch's are acceptable.)
Increase campus unity by having The Sherilyns play on the
Green every Wednesday afternoon. It's rock! It's roll! It's
Brian engaging in more blatant, unethical self-promotion of
his band! Rock on!
·
When they are on campus, require that all male student
senators dress up like Weebles, and require that all female
student senators dress up like Brownies.
Make The Germs the official band of UCF.
Make Kip Winger the Official Mascot of UCF, and before
all games require that all UCF players read the following
haiku, submitted to me by Justin Best:

Kip's Giant, Big Hair
Loud, screeching, howling guitars
I love spandex pants.
I really don't have anything else to say, as I'm sure you
noticed about four or five paragraphs ago. It has occurred to
me that many of these ideas are probably out of the
jurisdiction of the Student Government president, but
jurisdiction never stopped Sheriff Buford T. Justice from
pursuing the Bandit, and it shouldn't stop whoever gets
elected SG president.
So there you have it. Be sure and vote because Tabitha
Soren is right (as she always is): choose or lose. And don't
forget: If this year's batch of candidates strike you as a bunch
of bastards instead of Lazy Bastards, feel free to protest by
writing in Costello/Ritter. Only do that in case of an emergency, though.
You can stop reading now.

•
•
•
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Style and pee is the best way to ca. wilh al d lfe's cldenges and obstacles
Sufficient credit is never
bedspread about the same hue.
given to style and grace.
He didn't know the real reason I refused his challenge was
We are so consumed in winbecause of the options it left. Either I won, which would burst
ning the race that we overlook
his ego, causing him to pout and continually challenge me to
re-matches, OR he won, which would feed his ego, causing
the most important idea - the
approach.
· him to gloat and constantly remind me that he beat me. I
We give so much attention . want to flirt with me?"
couldn't decide which of the two was the more tolerable.
to getting the job done that we
One day, Alex was feeling particularly conceited and
"Shannon, dude, you're so concehed. I can't believe you
ignore the path we travel to challeged me to a race. "Shannon, dude, brah, I bet I can beat won't race me, bastard."
arrive at our destination. We you in a two-mile race, man."
I couldn't believe he was calling me conceited. It became
treat term papers as something else to do, instead of the
"That's nice. Let's get some lunch."
obvious he had ceased regarding me as "chicken" and had
adventure it is: formalized curiosity. Even the simplest things,
"Duuude. Come on, brah. I'll bet I can kick your ass:'
begun hating my guts because I had the audacity to have more
like driving to class in the morning, become mundane, since
He certainly had a lot of confidence for a person who hates confidence than he. He was mad because I was more conwe assume that the path we take will not present anything to run. "Alex, get a grip."
ceited.
unusual, our cars will not stall, the tires will not fall off, and
"Afraid to lose, huh, brahhhh?"
After he finished huffing and puffing and throwing a
nobody will make a sudden lane change causing a six-car pile
Calling me "chicken" or "afraid" has never pressured me tantrum, he accepted defeat, then challenged me to a bench
up. If we stop to realize the excitement of the path we are about to compete. Alex, by this point, was hurling unnecessary press match. I rolled my eyes and walked away.
to travel, the road won't seem so long and boring. We are insults at me. "You never run, Alex. I run everyday. How do
Who would have won? Me, maybe. I don't know. It didn't
giving attention to the approach.
you expect to beat me?"
matter. I hadn't accepted the challenge of the race, but the
I was a tall, skinny, nervous, unpopular freshman, with a
"I use to run in high school. Besides, I'm awesome at challenge to handle the situation with coolness, calmness, and
somewhat calm disposition. Alex was a "4.0" student, frater- everything, anyway."
dignity, and because of this, I was able to throw my shoulders
nity brother, student senator and popular-beyond-all-belief
He really began to anger me. At this point, I decided to start back, hold my head high, and walk away the winner of the race
junior, with a medium build, an outgoing personality, and a messing with his mind. I explained to him that the race would without having to set foot on the track.
love for competing and proving his manhood. Despite our be unfair, because I would be at an advantage with a slim,
Though· not always easy, if you are like me, you can
differences, we remained friends, despite my decision to athletic build, while his Weeble-shaped body would not allow approach any situation with decorum, confidence, style, and
pledge another fraternitj.
him a smooth take off from the starting block. I continued by grace and win the challenge, without ever playing the game.
During the day, Alex spent much of his time lifting weights comparing the race to racing with my little sister, in that the
and looking at himself in the mirror. I spent my afternoons on only way he would win was if I allowed it. Besides, people·
If you or anyone you know has any problems you'd like to
the track, tripping over hurdles and running sprints. I was a compete because they are unsure who is better, and by discuss with students and/or administration, please contact
modest athlete, realizing I was excellent, but could be beaten. competition, the better man or woman is determined. I knew provost representatives Juliann Hickey or/, Shannon Martin,
Alex believed he was put on Earth to show everyone how good I was better, so why race?
at the Student Government offices, or call, 823-2191, or
he looked shirtless at the beach. When a girl would flirt with
A decorative vein surfaced on his forehead, and his face contact meat The Central~oridaFutureoffice, 823-8192. All
him, heregarded her as "normal," asking "What girl wouldn't turned a brilliant shade of red. I had been searching for a questions and concerns handled.
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The battle between communism and freedom isn't over in Vietn8m
"The [Vietnam] war is over, it truly is over," said a
veteran who had returned to Vietnam. His viewpoint, along
with a variety of others, was expressed on "Jack Smith's
Vietnam Diary," which aired on Channel 9 recently.
The veteran seemed to coordinate the war's end with the
resolution of his own conflicts, and the land's peace with his
own.
Perhaps, like so many who struggle on a daily basis to put
the war's death and nightmare behind, it is best to think the war
is over, but it isn't.
Maybe that conflict we named the Vietnam War is, but the
war between communism and freedom isn't. The war for the
land of Vietnam, and its soul and destiny, certainly hasn't
ended.
"The land [Vietnam] is at peace," the veteran continued.
Perhaps on the surface it may be. The bullets are gone, the
soldiers' killing has ceased, and the smoke has receded, but
Vietnam is not at peace ... not when its people are oppressed,
its future controlled by totalitarianism, and its economy continue to flounder in year of anti-capitalist Marxism.
Only now i the great battle being slowly won as the
Vietnamese see the need for capitalist markets and the advantage of freedom. Maybe in a decade or so democracy, which
once failed in thi bloody land, might succeed.

Despite the Vietnamese government's ignorance, its allowance of capitalist forces in will unleash an uncontrollable
chain of reactions - · democracy, the revelation of people's
deeply hidden desires for freedom, and revolution (hopefully
in peaceful elections) must inevitably follow. The free market
forces of competition, profit and economic growth are simply
the reflections of freedom and people's desire for individual
achievement. The dissolution of the Soviet Union following
Gorbachav's attempt at restricted capitalism and limited democracy is clear proof of this.
However, such a battle for democracy is yet to be won,
especially when American POWs, however few, still lay
without proper burials while others are imprisoned in concentration camps.
Americans should be asking why we should provide
Vietnam with help. The country rejected the offer of democracy once, and in truth still does. All the Vietnamese government really seeks is money to rebuild its socialist nation and

the increased income of an enchained form of capitalism to be
ruled over by a centralized state.
Why should we aide the Vietnamese, even though their
attempt at controlled markets will eventually lead to their
demise? Why are we helping these people to freedom, by the
lifting of economic sanctions during the Bush Administration
and the planned entry of American investments into Vietnam's
dilapidated economy, when they slaughtered our soldiers and
mocked freedom as tyrannical?
Because, as Lincoln once said, America is the great
experiment of democracy. All the nations of the world once
looked to us as the one hope over monarchs and emperors.
Now they look to us as the leaderof the free world. It is because
ofthis that America must help Vietnam, because we must help
all people gain the right to control their own destinies. Otherwise, America would have failed in its duty as the champion
of democracy.
So remember the soldiers who died for freedom in the
battle that is yet to be won, but soon wm be, in Vietnam. And,
despite all the years gone by, seek vigilantly for their proper
burials and safe returns. Heroes of such caliber don't deserve
to rot in unmarked graves or die in concentration camps.
They deserve honor and the knowledge that their fight for
freedum was not in vain.
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Panhellenicwould like to congratu- 11kthf. FoJr more rnfo call 823-2437, keyboard, modem $225. 359-8235
as or ason.
Denham Springs, LA 70727
late all new Greek sisters and bothIBM
Compatible
286
AT
1
meg
r
a
m
i-----------ers! Good luck to new pledges and
20
meg
HD,
both
floppies,
keyboard
International
Employment-Make
AMS-Show your Greek pride!
$300.
359-9848.
up
to
$2000-$4000+
mo. teaching
Come and support your Greek
basic conversational English abroad.
community at Awards Ceremony
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many
on Feb. 1 in UDR at 8 pm. 2 bedroom, 2 bath townhouse.
employers provide room & board +
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, pool,
Congrats all nominees!
other benefits. No teaching back1 - - - - - - - - - - - -1tennis, cable. Call: Darrell 658-6226.
ground or Asian languages required.
$250/mo+ 1/2 util.
Delta Sigma Pi
For more information call (206) 6321146 ext J5418
Stree mgmt workshop rescheduled Roommate to share 3bdrm/2bth
this Wed, same time and place. apt. Winter Park. $2501 mo
Need help in math (through cal 2) or
Hmmm, who's gonna have a little includes util. Non-smoker. 678 _
79k miles, excellent condition.
statistics? We can help. Available
$2000/o.b.o. Must sell. Dave
bro this semester? We'll find out 2234
df).ys/evenings 7 days/wek. Please
Wednesday! Regional Cont. on 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 273-5476 (h) 823-8054 (w)
call 249-3898.
Sat.- great job Theta Sigma! Brother
Female roommate to share 3bed,
picnic on Sun. the 13th. PROUD
1988 Mustang LX, hatchback,
BREAK WEEK, INC., the producer of
2bth home. $300 monthly 1/3 util.
TO BE A DELTASIG!
sunroof, AC, 65 k miles. Price very the Women of Spring. Break Swimsuit
5 min from UCF. Call 273-3805
Calendar featuring SOLARTAN-THRU
1--n_eg_._2_8_1-_32_6_4_(_9-_5_)- - - - - 1 SWIMSUITS, announces its search for

ROOMMATES

! National concert promotion/ mar-

l keting company based in LA seeks
RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING, music/marketing intern based in Orlando. Sophomore or above. Know
your market well, be very into music.
Call Mary ASAP 213-368-4738

L

o

AUTOS

1986 MUSTANG LX

CLUB INFO
Episcopal Campus Ministry
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
Student Center
Students, Staff, Faculty, all
welcome
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United methodist campus

-

ministry invites you to participate
with them in any of their weekly
activities. If you want more
information, contact Steve
Binkley in SC206 or call x5335
for more information. All are
welcome for fellowship & fun!

FOR~NT
Sherwood Forest-Available
3/2 & 2/2-DMV Properties
657-1967 or 800-929-4403
2/2 APT 1 mi from UCF W/D
dishwasher. $450.
'
36 532

s-?

Stressed, overworked, fatigued. Call
for a therapeutic massage in your
home. 769-3366. Caria #11175
RaggaeJAM Spring Break JAMA~CA from $289 ea. FREE info by
mail-24 hr message (800)
"U"REGGAE. .. 800-873-4423

TYPISTS
..
WP6.0, ed1t1ng, APA, etc. 366-0538

models for its 1994-~5 school. year ~al- KCO Inc. T in $ _50 678 _6735 _
84 Supra 5spd, full power, bra, alarm, endar. If you are gorng to be 1n Flonda 1-----yp_g_1_
_ _ _---J
fnkei rims, AC, sunroof, $3700. 292- during Spring Break, 1994 and look
WORDMASTERS
1697
great in a swimsuit, please contact us at
Typing and Resume Service
B.W.1., P.O. Box 172125, Tampa, FL Since 1986.for all your student
33672-0125.Modelschosenwillbepaid needs. IBM and laser equip. Same
plus be eligable for profit-sharing. Also, day service avail. We've moved,
models will recieve at lease one free call for info. 277-9600.

HELP WANTED

Victory Lane Daytona 500
·
· h
't
20 ·imme d'iate opemngs
rn ospi a 1ity. We need your enthusiam! Call
.
246 1821
Ke IIY services,
-

swimsuit. One model will aslo recieve a
contract to appear in a future SOLAR
TAN-THRU SWIMSUIT catal . For
.
.
og
more 1nformatron, call Wayne Pearsall
at (813) 839-6892

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at Managers needed in this area PT/FT
home. All materials provided. Send leadership skils required. Strong potenWATERBED FOR SALE
SASE to P.O. Box395, Olathe, KS tial income- national company, new in
like new SEALY POSTURPEDIC
66051.
FL,growingnotdownsizing-callfor24hr
1-----------~ 100% waveless w/htr+more
r-Ov-e-r2--J-ob_H_o-tl-in-e-rec_o_r-di-ng_s_~ msg. Leave name and# and when I can
UCF Dive Club- SCUBA!! Dives: $200. Call Kim 366-1480
throughout the entire state-each one reach you to set appointment. Dial (407)
each/ wreck- Delray Fri 2/11, Blue r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + listing positions available right now.
629-5446 or dial NAX UGO.
rotto w/ UF Sat2/12. Meeting Tue Calculator-HP48sx, programable, . Professional and technical opportuni15 3-5 pm SC- SOL. Research two plug-in expansion slots, like ties in a wide variety of companies,
ive
82- Sat 2/19. Let's get wet!!! Info new' fullwarranteethru6/95 · $170 · organizations, municipalities. If your
8007
r-------------1--C_a_ll_2_99_-_48_0_4_.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1 looking for a job, no matter what your
Lost Casio FX7000GA Calculator on
FSA- Filipino student association.
field, this directory is your most
Single bed. Mat., box spring,
1/27 in business bid. Has driver lie#
ultural workshop Wed Feb 9 in SOL frame. only 1 yr old. $50. 382 _
valufible resource! To order, send
engraved on back. Please call 823rom 4-6 pm. Mystery topic!! Don't
check or money order, payable to By
9351
0401. REWARD.
orget about V-day party on Feb 11 @ r-==R"--'o-ck-fo_r_d_s-er-ie_s__1--in-ch_s_u_b_s----+ George! Publishing for $19. 75 (price
2
8
th Fighter. Starts @ 9 pm & free to
includes tax, p&h) to: By Geo~ge!
with 80w Alpine amp, llke new
FSA members! Contact Tukz 381- $
.
_
Publishing, P.O. Box 616826,
150 275 8697
Orlando, FL 32861-6826
372 or Abegail 679-7469.
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W'll
.
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0f
yprng ervrce:
type variety
documents. Resumes, term. papers,
letters, forms, etc. Quality work!
F t
. 1C llA
t
_
as service. a mya 678 2973 .

Terhune Writing & Typing
\f'/P, Lotus, typing, transcription, editing, andwritingservicesavailablefor
term papers, technical reports, legal
breifs, and memos. Also resumes.
Pick up &delivery available. Reasonable rates. 328-7673

TUTORS

LOST&FOUND

PERSONALS

Bed, queen set, orthopedic, never English major wanted with
SKYDIVEUCF
·
·rn B nt1s
· · h L it. Will pay. Tall, blue-eyed Swedish boy living in
Welcomes students, faculty, alumni·. used. Must sell! $125. 657-2566
e~perrence
Orlando, looking for a nice, tall girl for
Cost to graduate from student status r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Call Nicole 678 _0376
1stjump$85.4staticlines$25per10 Two piece living room set $225 for · 1-----------.....Jfriendship (18-24. My interests are
freefalls. $30 each total approx $500. both, $125 separate. Dining room
Food servers- 5 nights, Pi Beta Phi speaki~g E.~glish, go.ing to mo~ies,
Meetings 8pm Monday UCF SC 214. set, $75. Prices are negotiable. .
sorority house, free meals, Mrs. Singer downhill skung, dancing (not disco)
Walk-ins welcome or call 382-9480. Call Ray or Dana at 381-4635
273-2603.
etc. Respond SW, c/o CFF, 12243
University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817

Need extra cash,
and something to
put on aresume?
The Cemral Florida Future is
looking for two outgoing people
to fill adve11ising sales positions. Gain valuable expeiience

in the advertising field- and it
looks a hell of a lot better on a
resume then the job you have
now,most likely. Hours are flexible, and our better reps make
over $I 000 a month working
part time. Sales experience
helpful!. Advancement potential. Call Chad Deckard at 8238054 for an interview.

1

llfUll~ll!I
· ·R,OADWAY PACKAGE S~/STE.M ·
Equal Employment OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer

Roadway Package Syste111,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and ·moving packages
within the tenninal.
Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
. 5:30 pm-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour

Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

Spanish beginners, conversational
and/or remedial. Small groups now
forming. Please call 629-2117

(W.P.)

TRAINING/EDUCATION
LEARN BARTENDING
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
1 OR 2 WK.- DAYS/EVES
National placement assistance

831-2233
International Bartending Institute

Campus Interviews
March 1, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 1, 1994 in the
Career Center.

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit,

MI 48226

~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Into the great wide open : part I
-

II:

The journey of transcendence begi,ns.
A

s much as I would like to begin
my story with a ta.le of incredible adventure, depicting two
great American heroes scaling icecovered mountains, slaying rabid
grizzlies and diving into shark-infested waters in a heroic attempt to
rescue a beautiful maiden, I cannot
tell a lie. (Well actually I can lie, but
only to a small degree.)
Rather than in adrenaline-pumping situations of bravado, my comrade and I began our adventure digging ditches. Yes, as my parents
had warned me: "If you don't go to
college you're going to end up like
your Uncle Bernard out there digging ditches!"
My friend and I, however, had
attended school, but in our preparation for the trek across our great
di vi de, we were forced to take
whichever jobs we could find. The
Great Smoky Mountains Chamber
ofCommercedoesn'ttaketookindly
to a pair of unshaven, tuna-breathing, Florida boys on a temporary
stopover requesting a position as
mayor, newspaper editor or investment broker. Thus, withourresumes
adorned with adjectives like healthy,
young and competent, and tangible
qualifications listing a full-size
Chevy Blazer plus tools, the richest
form of employment offered to us
involved working with the sort of
people that had frightened my
mother into buying a car alarm.
After looking over our dwindling supply of rations and the8,000
miles of road ahead of us, digging
ditches didn't seem too far below
us. Thus, with its uncomely cover
and dismal first chapter, our
storybook adventure began.
The first few hours on the ditchdigging job had the excitement of a
roller coaster ride, while slave-driving supervisors spoke in an odd
tongue. Orders like, "Git dat sewa
line, an git it in dat hole!" always
followed with a snicker from the
rest of the crew (I assumed my fellow workers either considered this
command a sexual innuendo, or they
were just plain stupid and laughed at
anything). Nevertheless, we threatened to quit about every IO minutes.
Of course, the majority of threats we
offered to each other only, but this
added to the excitement of shoveling sewer drainage routes.
pon meeting our fellow shovel
operators, the first thought that
came to my mind was, "I am going
to kick this guy's ass before the day
is over." The other crew members
were Rodney, a skinny redneck who
only stopped snickering when it was
his turn to puff on a joint; Steve, the
big lug, full of Milwaukee's Best
and jokes he learned when he was
drunk; Willie, the intelligent-yetquiet type who got lost on his way to
the office, somehow ending up with
a hoe in hi hand and our supervisor
Marty, a little ratty fellow with an
array of scab-tattoo artistry decorating his arms.
Upon formal introduction, I de-

U

cided I did not want to kick one
dude's ass; but rather, I wouldn't
have minded kicking all their asses.
Rodney, from whatl'Couldmake
of his slurred speech, was not only
suffering from a 1960s flashback,
but also '70s, '80s and early- '90s
flashbacks as well. As time progressed, he became somewhat easier
to get along with - but then again,
so does a Chia Pet, with a little
patience and understanding. Rooney
just blended into the scenery, sometimes literally, so that be could toke
on a little ganga, and the rest of the
time as a consistent audience for
Steve'srepeatedrepertoireofjokes.
Rodney reminded me of the type of
guy who would be hired to provide
the background laughter tracks for
"Late Night with David Letterman"
Steve, on the other hand, ~ade
me recall the guy who sits at Mo's
bar on "The Simpsons," whatever
his name is. Whenever I looked at
Steve I thought of the cold six pack
he was going to inhale between
work and home.
Between Rodney's giggling
binges, Steve would reiterate the ,
joke he beard at Pinto' spool hall the
night before. "Man I went to this
killer Mexican soul food restaurant
last night!" was his favorite. Ifsomeone asked him when~ he ate, he
would respond, "NACHO
MAMA'S!" This joke received
good results at first, but upon the
sixth time only Rodney found it
funny.
Aur other partner of the pits,
~illie, rarely spoke, but when
he did his statements were usually
well thought. While working I would
ask myself, "What the hell is an
intelligent, somewhat educated,
heal thy man doing out here digging
ditches?" I would then pick up the
shovel and continue to wedge it into
the gravel as I wedged my foot in
my mouth.
Now Marty was a unique person, or rather, a unique creature.
The tattoos covering his arms were
interrupted only by the open wounds
on his skin. He would leave the
work site frequently to get new shovels, only to return an hour later
while the boss was there, and he
would work hard for about 30 seconds, give the rest of us a motivational speech, and then be off again
in search of better equipment. He
may have been a bastard, but he
knew the way of the business world:
make it look like you work hard and
then pawn off the real work on
others.
Although my friend and I had
considered the possibilities of either clocking Marty with a shovel
and quitting at lunch time, or clocking Marty with a shovel, kicking
him in the ribs and then quitting at
"lunch time; we decided to tough it
out and ate lunch at the site.
We to Id the brain trust of the North
American drainage system our story
about how we were temporary employees in search of funds to con-

tinue our trip. Steve's eyes lit up as
be opened his mouth.
"Oh God, another wave of Polish jokes," I thought. But instead of
telling jokes, Steve began to give
incredible descriptions of the pinecovered ranges surrounding Mount
Rainier National Park. He followed
with the oral painting of the majestic view of the open sky and white
water rivers engulfed by endless
valleys inhabited by fawn, beaver,
and the endangered black bear.
"'\"1 Jillie jumped onto the verbal
VVtour of the Northwest with bis
depiction's of the winding Snake
River that led the avid snow skier
down from the slopes of Jackson
Hole and up into the heights of
Yellowstone Park where buffalo the
size ofpick-up trucks roamed freely,
often blocking the roadway, slowing traffic; seemingly in a hapless
plea telling the human race to slow
down before ending up like them just a minority on this planet, a
sideshow for some other creature to
see while speeding through dwindling National Parks.
Rodney and Marty joined the
trip by explaining how we could
properly disguise our party supplies

as fruit when we crossed the Canadian and California borders. Their
tales of mad scrambles across unfriendly state lines in a Volkswagen
mini-bus - Kentucky moonshine
in one hand, smoke-filled waterbong
in the other- were educational and
informing.

Our too-short lunch break was
lengthened only by the acrid stench
of a Port-o-let at the Orange County
Fair, and the rest of the day followed
quickly behind. We said our
INTO THE GREAT
WIDE OPEN continued on R3

And so begins the adventure .....

Photo/Perry

.11 ll (~ I~1l II
LAB HOURS
SPRING '94
Mon-Thurs .... 9am-12am
Friday ........... 9am-7 pm
Saturday ............ Closed
Sunday......... Spm-lOpm
'-:: Open to Active Alumni and any
student with valid student l.D.

:.=..

goodbyesattheendofthedayaswe
put down our shovels before collectingourrninimum-wagechecks.
I felt sad leaving these people
behind, leaving them only to return
to their mundane task of shoveling
tomorrow and the next day. But
when I recalled their stories, and the
thoughts they conveyed, it became
clear that they had already experienced their own Journeys, and traveled down their own roads.
Now it was time for them to
stand in the great outdoors, relaying
memories of their unique adventures. After opening the book, or
should I say my mind, and hearing
their stories, I realized,a cover can
be deceiving.

Now it was our turn to put together a quality story, just in case
someone isn't impressed with our
cover and decides to take a chance.
So through the Great Smokies we
went, in search of adventure, or
whatever might come our way.

•Sean Perry
Revelation Writer
Editor's Note:" /mo t/Je Great
Open" is a co11ti1111i11g series dewiling the adrentures of Sean
Perry 011 his nro-momh road trip.
across the United States. Lookfor
Pw1 I/ of his saga next 1reek

•Cm·e r Plwto for "Imo the Grear
Wide Open: The Journey of

Trasce11de11ce Begins" ~ms taken
by Sean Perry
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Miami to Caribbean Paradise!

~

KILLER DEALS to

Margarita Islan.d! ~~~~
1 Week Packages
- parasailing - snorkeling
- scuba
- miles of beaches
-windsurf

_
.

$399
starting at

The time has come.
The time is now!

m_&

~~~!'e

(800) 326-0339 (212) 886-6685 . ,. . .

•-w7

LIMITED AVAILABILTI

.,...

RT air, transfers and hotel pl~ •2100 u.s. departure tax.

TOURS INTERNATIONAL

ETHAN·

Get Up
For The

Knights!

The S'-irit Task .
Force is looking for
~
people who want
to get involved.
Meeting will be held Thursday
Feb. 10th at NOON in the SOL
(Student Organizational Lounge)

7nights
2 bed/2 bath

Budget conscious students.
Best buy in the caribbean!
Call now for best prices

WINONA

•

For more Info call 8Z3-Z191 ~
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RYDER HAWKE STILLER

REALITY
ACOMEDY ABOUT
LOVE INTHE'90s.
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FEATURING THE MUSIC OF LENNY KRAVITZ • THE JULIANA HATFIELD 3• U2 • DINOSAUR JR. • WORLD PARTY AND OTHERS

OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

•
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"RFAIJ1fYBI1ES,"BUTITOOESN'T SUCK
New twenty-something film actively faces pressing problems.
Imagine MTV's "The Real
World." Throw in Winona Ryder,
and Ethan Hawke, and turn off the
cameras. What you get is "Reality
Bites," a deep and sophisticated
film from MTV' sown Ben Stiller.
The film follows the post-college life of Leanna (Winona
·Ryder), and of her two love interests, Troy (Ethan Hawke) and Steve
(Ben Stiller).
The main setting is an apartment which Leanna and Troy share
with two other characters who incidentally serve to provoke some
90s issues, including homosexuality and AIDS and who act as support for the film's theme: the true
nature of reality.
Although the image of "The
Real World" is seen in the film's
television show "Reality Bites," it
also has the elements in its documentary style which show Stiller's
and MTV' s influences.
Leanna, the catalyst to this documentary-type film, is a woman torn
between two men. She films her
roommates' most personal situations, and through these tapes finds
an attraction she can't seem to get
away from. This attraction, Troy,
is a confused but intelligent lead
singer of a band called Hey That's
my Bike.
Hawke's very philosophical and
profound performance is unusually entertaining. Together on
screen, he and Ryder are unstoppable and never fail to live down
the tension and fire of the chemistry that sparks between them. Both
will greatly affect the viewer's
heartbeat, and after many scenes,
only a deep breath will do.
The reality in "Reality Bites"
unfortunately only goes so far as
the screen itself. The dialogue is
filled with classic girl-meets~boy
cliches, and at times the film is so
emotionally toying, that the viewer
may not know whether to laugh or
to feel sorry for somebody. This
confusion however, is why the film
• does what most films today do not
do - it stimulates thought.
While the movie may first appear as a basic relationship picture, it isn't. It goes further and
deeper than the usual relationship
garbage that comes out of Hollywood.
"Reality Bites" is a gift
for today's MTV generation, and
for all those twenty-somethings
who are struggling in today's society. It is funny, flashy and, in spite
of its similarities to that certain
MTV show, it is very original.
Packed with a soundtrack from
some of today's alternative artists
(U2, Lenny Kravitz, Dinosaur Jr.),
yesterday's artists thrown in for
some subliminal 70s and 80s humor and some scary stuff from
Ethan Hawke (including his
scorching version of the Violent
Femmes, "Add it Up," along with
"406 ways to use your father's gas
credit card"), "Reality Bites" will
leave you shaking your head in
amazement and remembering ad-

vice such as, "sex is the best way to
break up a friendship," and
"'Melrose Place' is a good show."

•Derek Krause
Revelation Writer

Torn between two lovers and living like a fool in "Reality Bites "
-- -

Gete:Xcellence iri dentistry; and care you'll feel comfortable with~
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided ihe people
of Orlando with the la~est, safest dental treatments and
co111fo1table care for over eight years.- And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept .my offer for a complete dental exam for only
. 524, an S89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment. . ·
Onlyfor U.C.F. Students with Valid

i.D.·

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
·

·

(an $89 value) includes:

Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
·treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends_/i/30/94

George Y~ko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Certified: Dl.'ntal Implant Prosthetics
,\!ember: American Dental Association,
AcJdemy of General Dentistry, Academy for
. Sports Dentistry, Florida Dental Association,
Grearer Orlando De1.1\al Society
T~~ Dentist: Unlv.mlty of Cen.tral F1orlda1

17780 E. Colonial Drive, _Orlando, FL 32817

(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafa ya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

II is our offi ce polic)' that the patient "nc.J any oth.::r person responsible for paym cnr has the right ro refu se to pay, caned payment, or he reimbursed fo r payment for any other sen ·ice . .:xami nation, or tn::nmcnt which is
p<!rformed as a rl!sult of :1 n<l within 72 hours of rc:spo n<ling to the adycrtisement for the fr<:<: , discoumed feL\ or reducc<l fo e service, .:x:unin :it io n, o r 1r.::un11:nt.

"I wonder if I
should've stayed
in college and
gone for an
astronomy
degree."

..
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Anthropology,

Aft_:-Biology, Economics, Education
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.

··-

The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
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REALITY

BITES
A COMEDY ABOUT
LOVE IN THE '90s.

COMING
SOON
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Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27· - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAMS
FLORENCE • LONDON • COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581
904-644-3272
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RAIG AND JUSTIN SHOW
OU WHERE DA BOOTY AT!
ewBomb Turks rule whileMeatPuppets leave more to be desired
Material Issue
"Freak City" Soundtrack
(Mercury)
This is so f**king POP. It rules!
Material Issue releases its third
major-label album and this one is
another great. The guitar (jangly)
and the lyrics (about girls, mostly)
and the voice (sincere, but not too
sweet) are what make the band so
amazing. They are definitely one
of the best feel-good bands there
is. My favorite tracks are "Going
Through Your Purse," "She Going Through My Head" and "Help
Me Land," of the 11 songs that all
make you feel like dancing for
joy.

My favorite is the cover of The
Queers' "This Place Sucks," which
N.B.T. does very well. All the
songs are very upbeat and punk
rock. This is well-worth checking
out.

•Justin Best

Moistboyz
Moistboyz
(Grqnd Royal)

•Craig Mazer
•Craig Mazer

Meat Puppets
Too High To Die

New Bomb Turks
Drunk on Cock

(Poly gram)

(Engine)
I have always wanted to hear
N.B.T., but this is the first chance
I had to. They ar:e an excellent
punk rock band; I was quite impressed. This newest release is
only an EP, but it has six tracks
and all of them are rather good.

punk. Granted, there is some
good guitar in songs like "Station" and good drums in "Never
To Be Found." The singer even
has a good voice. So I suppose
the Meat Puppets' album, Too
High To Die, should be good,
but, sorry, it isn't.

"What is that? Meat Puppets?
That's horrible!" Craig shouted.
Yep, it is. The fact that their bio
claims they have punk roots is just
plain goofy. Country roots, maybe;
Blues roots, maybe. But I heard
these guys used to be somewhat

This six-song release from
Moistboyz can only be described as hard. Moistboyz
aren't good or bad, but they are
somewhere in the middle. Their
sound is a mixture of fast and
hard music with matching powerful and almost drunk vocals.
Songs such as "Supersoaker
MD50" sound as if they could
make it as Buzz Clip on MTV,
but then again Danzig's "Mother
93" is a Buzz Clip now. What is
this world coming to?
·~

•Justin Best

All Interested Entertainment
and Feature Writers are Encouraged to Attend the Devela tion Writer~ Meetin8
Wednesdays at 5pm at the
Central Florida Future offices in the University ~hoppes
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PINK FLOYD YTISh You Were Here
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Every Friday: Midnight

COST FOR

ALL

SHOWS: $5.00

Seating is limited and on a first•come, first•served basis ·
prices and shows subiect to change without notice,.
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Phone: 677-5600
Casselberry only
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810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on leh in Loch Haven Park.
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Vefelan rock bandbegins U.S. leg of'Get a Grip' tourin Orlando
•

AerosrnithNow this was one of the concerts I would actually -pay to see,
and did, despite the fact that I
called every publicity office possible trying to get press tickets.
Thankfully Jess than a day before the show a corporate sponsor
was nice enough to drop two rows
10 feet off the stage.
The nicety was short lived only
by the extreme cost of the tickets
at a bargain price of $37 each.
I can hardly wait for the price
of the upcoming Pink Floyd show
(a hint of sarcasm there).
Nevertheless, I will grant that

Aerosmith was well worth the
price.
However sitting through
Brother Cane was like listening to
Sebastian Bach (bad enough!)
crooning Frank Sinatra songs (even
worse!). It was torture.
Then Aerosmith exploded onto
the stage emerging from the drum
pounding intro to "Eat the Rich" as
Steven Tyler pantamimed shadows on the gigantic Gylindrical
curtain that surrounded the drum
platform wherethe band stood.
The crowd was immediately
on its feet.
The energy of the band was

apparent as they rocked through
such songs as "Dude (Looks Like
A Lady)," "The Other Side" and
"Rag Doll." They slipped into
"Amazing," which without the
smooth orchestra on the compact
disk, sounded raw and unrefined
but unforgetably powerful.
The stage blacked out and then
Joe Perry eased into the shadowed
instrumental rendition of "Boogie
Man." Tyler lay down on the side
of the stage near a fan to watch his
compadre of many years slip into
an almost unrecognizable veq;ion
of the "Peter Gunn" theme and
then his own vocalized version of

"Walk On Down" which was followed by Joey Cramer's crowd
pleasing drum solo.
But then with the pounding,
emotion-filled rendition of "Janie's
Got A Gun" Aerosmith had the
crowd in the palm of its hand.
Songs like "Cryin' " and "Love in
an Elevator" followtcl bringing the
crowd to its climax with an exhilarating version of "Living on the
Edge."
Then came the encore with brilliant lighter-filled, audience -singing, pot-smoking anthem known
as "Dream On" which although
not as emotional as the spectacular

performance on "MTV 1O," still
sent a chilling vibe throughout the
audience. The concert ended with
the expected, if not rocking, rendi ti on of "Walk This Way," which
signaled the band's re-emergence
in 1984, capped with the usual
Tyler somersault and a final bow.
Now although this band is
knocking on in years their music
and performances seems to get
better with time.
The concert was amazing.

•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor

Still Rocking After All These Years

Courtesy!Geffen

INTERNATIONAL Calculator
and Coriputer
•HP 48GX Graphic
•Full line of HP
scientific & business Expandable
The best calculator for
calculators.

•HP lOB
•HP17BII
•HP95LX
Palm Top Computer

•HP 48G Graphic

Palm Top Computer

32-KB RAM built in.
All HP 48GX features
except plug in options

Call Don O'Rourke

898-0081

•HP IOOLX

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
1994 DISTINGUISHED AUTHOR

your education and your
career-l 28KB of RAM
built in, plus expandabili

[lp] ~!6'K~~b
2916 Corrine Drive
by the Navy Base

BEDDING SALE!
MATTRESS SETS

SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF STUDENTS
Twin
$49 each
Full

$55

Queen

$69 each

each

All NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

4 pc. Bedroom Set
$199

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE
8:00 P.M.

(Similar to pidure)

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1994
UCF STUDENT CENTER
7:00 P.M. RECEPTION AND RESERVED SEATING $8 OO· STUDENTS $5.00
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

823-2212

BOY:
It was early Tuesday morning.
Maybe 3 ·a.m. There was a slight
bite in the air on the second-story
apartment balcony, as the nightfog
rolled in. I waited impatiently for
my friend to emerge from inside.
Just as /was about to loose myselfin
the billowing steam of a hot tub, I
heard a cough behind me and the
slideoftheheavyglassdoor. "Bud"
had arrived. He was wearing his
signature cannabis-leaf necklace
and carrying an unlit cigarette.
Bud belongs to a special breed of
people who go by many different
names, but scientifically, are called
Cannabis Capitus Americanus The Great American Pot Head. A
selective group who have a special
passion for a leafy, green herb
known as cannabis sativa

A college student's trip
into Orlando's high life

Do you think pot is ~ngerous to
your health?
There are much worse things you
can do to your body than smoke pot,
like drink. You can die from drinking too much. No one has every died
from smoking too much marijuana.
When was the first time you
smoked pot?
I was in 10th grade. It was on my
birthday. I don;t really remember
who it was who gotme the shit. I just
remember getting high.
•
Were you immediately turned on
to it, or did it take a couple times?

Do you think they will ever legalize pot?
God I hope so.... I'm predicting
that it will be before the year 2000.
There are a lot of people in this
country who smoke pot, and it's
just a matter of time before the
politicians start admitting that they
inhaled. Besides, the tobacco industry needs another crop to switch
overto.Alotofpeoplehavestopped
smoking cigarettes and the industry
is losing a lot of money. In fact
Marlboro already has a package
madeifpotiseverlegalized. They're
calling it "Marlboro Comforts" and
they are planning on selling them

How often?
As often as possible. It depends,
really, on how much is available to
me. If I have a constant supply, I'll
smoke every day. But if it's scarce,
a couple times a week.

What do you think defines a pot
head? Is a pothead different from
an every-now-and-then user?
A pot head, to me,. is a person who
smokes marijuana and brings it to a
spiritual level. Occasional users
smoke just to get buzzed and stupid.
Orto get in with a "cool" crowd. For
me, there's nothing in the world I'd
rather do than smoke weeds . . .
except have sex.

... What is your preferred way?
It doesn't really matter, as long as
I smoke it. ... but I prefer the bong.

I like my gas mask too.

What kind of music do you like
when you are stoned?
Pink Floyd, Moody Blues, other
psychedelic shit. Sometimes
reggae or rap. Cypress Hill, definitely. DasEFX. Andllikeitloud.
Really loud ... If I'm really, really
stoned, I like it loud at the begin-:
ning and then towards the end of

· Pot Boy experiencing the "Bong"

I was immediately turned onto it,
although it took me a couple times
to figure out what being stoned was
all about. And once I got into the
groove of everything, I loved it.
Since you are a more seasoned
smoker now, does it affect you
differently?
Yeah, I'm much more mellow than
I used to be. You can really tell a
seasoned smoker from a novice.
Beginners are really silly and talk to
themselves a lot and generally act
really stupid. A seasoned smoker
knows how to control it and just be
mellow ... I had a Jot of practice
being mellow living with my parent$. I would come home from parties, stoned, and have to act straight
in front of them.
·

for $20 a box. And in each box you
get 20 joints.

Would you suggest that everyone
smoke pot?
No ... There'sacertainage ... Like,
five-year-olds shouldn't do it. ... I
think adults should try it.Just for the
raw experience of it. I don't mean
everyone should regularly smoke
it. But they should try it.
There are many different ways to
smoke marijuana, like rolled in a
joint, through a pipe, or in a bong.

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES

•
•

•
·•
•

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Complete fitness center
Sand volleyball court
• Window coverings
Lighted tennis court
• Fully-equipped kitchens
Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
2 laundry facilities
• Laser bus right to school
• 24-hour emergency maintenance

Directions: From University Blvd.,
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

BITES
A COMEDY ABOUT
LOVE IN THE '90s.

COMING
SOON

POT BOY continued on R8

Alpha Pi Mu will be sponsoring a
competition that .will identify the best
inventors at UCF. Inventions will be judged
by an expert panel of judges (patent
attorneys, engineers, artists, and i.ndustry
representatives). The entry fee is $5.00 and
any invention qualifis. All UCF students,
faculty, and staff are eligible. Cash awards
wll be awarded to the first, second, and
third place winners. For more information
call Alpha Pi Mu 823-5701.

Send entries to:

Alpha Pi Mu, IEMS Dept., Engineering
#307 (on campus)
-ORAlpha Pi MU, !EMS, P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, Fl 32816

Submission Deadline:

February 20, 1994 (Winners will be
announced on February 24th)

MANATEES ARE IN TttOUBLE...
find The Trouble Is Us.

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

,,.

Submission Guidelines: On an 8.S"xl 1" sheet of paper, type o'r
print your idea in 100 words or less. One
illustration can also be included. Put
your name, address, and phone number
on the back of the entry.

n600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

•
•
•

REALITY

I

How many people do you think
smoke pot?
I think that at least half the population has tried it. It might be a little
higher around college students.

ARBOUR VlllAGE APARTMENTS

• Private Clubhouse
• 2 pools & sauna

(

Tell me about the gas mask •..
Well, it's a World War II gas mask
converted in to a bong. A friend and
I bought it from an army surplus
store and converted it. It works
really well. All you have to do is
li£ht the bowl and breathe REALLY deep. You can kill an entire
bowl in a couple seconds. And the
smoke goes everywhere . .. In your
nose, you eyes, everywhere.
Since the 1960s there has been a
strong marriage between potand
rock n' roll. Why do you think
this is so?
The musicians' lifestyle ... leads
them to go for drugs. Keeps them
going. And it gives them a tool to
look deeper inside themselves,
maybe pull more music out. And
for listeners, it enhances the experience of the music ....

So, you smoke marijuana, right?
Yes, I do. Most definitely.

So do you consider yourself a pot
head then?
Yes, I do ... but not in the conventional sense ofthe word. Most people
who use the phrase "pot head" use it
as a derogatory statement to describe people who do nothing but sit
aroundandsmokepot(andeat). TV
shows smokers as waste-aids, laying in dirty apartments with empty
pizza boxes and tye-died shit all
over the place. In their eyes, pot
heads are stupid, complete burnouts who can't function in every
. day society.

"I rea Ily can't
define irony, but
I know it .when
,, I
see rt.

ttvlp SGW thv mGnGl!l!l from !lXlinction.
Cont.act:

Save the Manatee• Club, N93
500 N. Ma1tlanJ..\\'enue •Maitland, FL3Z751

or call:

1-800-432-JOIN

Many manatee mortalities are
human-related. This manatee was
fatally injured in a watercraft
collision. Other causes of humanrelated manatee mortalities include
being crushed and/or drowned in
canal locks and flood control
structures; ingestion of fish
hooks, litter, and monofilament line;
entanglement in nets or crab trap
lines: and vandalism.
Currently, there are only about
1,800 manatees left.

..

,.. '

ETHAN

WINONA

HAWKE

RYDER

BEN

STILLER

II

•

I

•

£tudent lxperiences Tile £eas of Weed
POT BOY continued from R7
the high I like it nice and calm and
relaxing so I can pass out.

Have you done any other drugs
besides pot?
Yeah .... LSD, mushrooms, other
various pills, ecstasy. I accidentally smoked a joint laced with cocaine once too. I also drink occasionally. B utllike pot better. Drinking does nothing for me. I feel
much better when I get high than
when I get drunk- and there's no
hangover the next morning.

What do you think about the
Moral Right that says pot is the
root of all evil and that anyone
who smokes pot is a good-for~
nothing, sinning loser?
They can all kiss my ass. They all
need to stop condemning people
and keep .to themselves. I know
many people who consider themselves 'good Christians who also
smoke pot. It has nothing to do wi~
sinning.

Some cultures (and sub-cultures)
believe that marijuana was a gift
from God, do you believe so?
Yes .... in the Bible, Genesis 1:12,
"God has given you all the seed
bearing plants and herbs to use."

What's one of the most bizarre
things you've done while stoned?
Wei I, I don't know if this is bizarre,
but one time I went to a party about
30 miles away from my house and
I smoked a lot. I got really, really
high. I woke up the next morning, at
home, in my bed. I have no idea
how I got home.

What's the most you ever
smoked?
You actually expect me to remember that? I think just a little more
than a half ounce, killed in one
night. By myself. Well actually, I
think it was more like over a period of 12 hours.

Will you always smoke pot?
For ever and ever. I want to be
buriedwithabigjointinmymouth.
Ifl ever die while I know you, and
ifl have an open casket, I want you
to roll a big one and stick it in my
mouth. And tell nobody to touch
it. I'm not talking about a little
splifeither. I'm talking about a big
silver dollar-sized, Cheech and
Chong joint. All right?

REALITY BITES
ACOMEDY ABOUT LOVE IN THE '90s.

Do you think that pot has affected your cognitive abilities?
Has it slowed you down any or
made you forget?
A little, I guess. I get kind of burnt
after I go on severe smoking sprees.
Overthesumrner,Ismokedmaybe
an ounce a week. But that was
between.a friend and me. So, yeah,
when I came up here at the beginning 0flast semester I was kind of
burnt. But I got over it. ... I started
smoking less, mainly because I
didn't have enough money.
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FEATURING THE MUSIC OF LENNY KRAVITZ • THE JULIANA HATFIELD 3 • U2 • DINOSAUR JR. • WORLD PARTY AND OTHERS

*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*
Hey, you. Yeah, you cheap dolt attracted to ads beginning with the word "free." The
Central Florida Future cs giving away free tickets to Reality Bites. So stop by our office
in the University Shoppes and pick yours up. Or pay $6 to see it. See if we care.

Provost Advisory Coinmittee

Marijuana goes by many different names. What is your preferred name for it?

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA OFFICE OF PROVOST AND VICE PRESIDEN.T FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

I don't care, as long as I have some
... Do you have any?

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32816-0065 (407) 823-2302

MEMORANDUM
•Jim Tramontana

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets
Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and rep~e:5entatio~n in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF ~ludents.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

rl

TO:'

Chris Marlin, President
Student Govemme;t•

FROM:

Gary E. Whitehous:J/

DATE:

December 28, 1993

SUBJECT:

Deans Retreat

~ 5j~

(7'

As I promised, I would like to give y&n tlie ~Qllowing update relative to the student related
activities that occurred at our recent De-a ns Retreat. It was decided to establish a Provost
Advisory Committee which will be composed of two members from each college, one from each
area campus and two from Student Government. I have sent a memorandum inviting
nominations for this committee by January 14. It was also determined that each college will
establish a point of contact to deal with complaint resolution within their area. It was suggested
that Student Government might want to publicize these individuals since it was your suggestion
that triggered the process. There was considerable discussion abqut advising options and each
college has been charged to define their advising philosophy ancf goals by late January. I feel
that this should be one of the lead topics for our Provost Advisory Committee also.
I hope that you have a good New .Year, and I look forward to working with you and other
members of Student Government

.

Put Tog!ther I~ Find · ~
AcademH Solutions ~-"t•
For You!
~#

,.*•
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70.
'This group has gotten better since
the beginning of the season," said
Speraw of the team. ''They have
learned some hard lessons."
UCFtookcontrolofthegameearly.
Samford was led by Joey Davenport,
the leadingscorerin theTrans America
Athletic Conference.
"We wanted to keep him from
shooting three-pointers and make him
take tough shots," said senior guard
SinuaPhillips whoscoredseven points
for the Golden Knights.
The Bulldogs closed the gap to two
points in the second half, but got no
closer as the Knights pulled away for

the victory. ''When they made their
run we put it in another gear," said
Butts.
Contributing for UCF was Swaby
with 24 points, Victor Saxton pumped
in 18 points and Butts tossed in 14
points. The Knights shot 55 percent
from the field, 63 percent from threepoint range and committed only eight
turnovers.
These two conference wins keep
UCF just behind the College of
Charleston with a 7-3 record in the
TAAC. COC is not eligible for the
tournament so the Knights are leading
the way at this point. Having the number one seed would be an advantage
especially since the tourney is at the
UCF Arena and the winRer goes to the

TAAC :MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
(through February 5)

College of Charleston*
UCF**
Centenary
Florida International
Stetson
Southeastern La.
Georgia St.
Mercer
Samford
Florida Atlantic*** -

All games
W-L
15-3
14-5
12-6
10-10
8-10
6- 11
8-11
4-15
7-13
0-21

Conference
W-L
7-2
7-3
6-3
6-4
5-5
4-5
4-6
2-7
2-8

* College of Charleston is not eligible for the TAAC tournament
** Includes Monday night's win ***FAU begins TAAC play in l 995-96
SINUA

frompage24
community. I feel fortunate to have
him in our program," said UCF head
coach Kirk Speraw.
An off-season of intense training,
and lifting weights has definitely benefit Phillips throughout this, his final
grueling season. Litterial Greene of
the Orlando Magic, practiced with th~
-team in the off-season as well. This
has definitely helped Phillips hone his
skills as a complete point guard. Anytime you guard a professional player
inpracticethendefendacollegeplayer,
it's more like facing a Nolan Ryan
fastball then hitting off a tee.
Phillips compares UCF' s fast break
offense to a ''bullet". ~Similar to a
bullet, the Knights are able to penetrate with ease then explcxle once
inside. This is the reason UCFs opponents have left the Arena wounded.
The Knights have posted a record of
14-5 this season, 9-1 at home.
Even at a time when Sinua is shattering records and creating memories
that will lastalifetime, all he can think
of is the team. This is his final season,
one in which he hopes to see his team
advance to the NCAA tournament. If

the team remains as focused as Sinua
does, this should be no problem.
This team is determined, and has
definite goals this season. The first one
being to go into every game with a
winning attitude, then capture the elusive Trans America Athletic Conference title.
'We use to go into every game not
trying to get blown out. Now we have
more confidence and approach each
game knowing we're going to win it,"
said Phillips.
When discussing post-season play,
Phillips appears to become almost
territorial. UCF will be hosting the
TAAC tournament this season.
'They have to come into our house
and beat us, and we won't let it happen." The winner of the tournament
will receive an automatic bid into the
NCAA tournament.
With all this in mind, it's easy to see
the tremendous pressure put on
Phillip' sshoulders. Whilemost would
try to run from it, he stands and faces
it.
"I put pressure on myselfconstantly
tq be one of the best."_
Maybe that's why he is.

UTAH
Home to the'
United States Ski Team,
Park City offers diverse
terrain For all skiers from
world class to young
beginners, with over
2,200 skiable acres.
Your Dream Vacation"
Includes:
• Round-trip rnr transportation
via Delta Air Lines
• Accommodations
'C~~~~,... • A "skierized" economy
rental car
• Bonus Features
• Optional p,i:_epurchase of
multi-day lift tickets avrnlable

ANAIHAIOTOUI
flll

r j<J,

to rfJ L- l6 lt- FOR RESERVATIONS CALL:

363-0186

General Restrictions: Rates are based on departures from Orlando and are valid for travel 2113 - 4/2/94 Prices are per
pers1 n double occupancy based on specific day of departure. flight limes. and ava1lab11ily Rates are sub1ect to change
without notice Unless noted hotel tax service charges. gratu11ies. require direct payment by passenger Specific booking
advance purchase requ1remenis rental car. and other restnct1ons may apply Tours operated by Certified Vacations

NCAA tournament
In a non-conference game Monday, UCF hosted the University of
South Florida. The Knights rocked
the crowd of2,503 at the UCF Arena
as thay rolled over the Bulls, 89-85 in
overtime. ''It really helps to have a
big crowd. I wish we had it every
night," said Saxton.
UCF fell behind by as many as
eight points in the first half but never
gave the feeling they were out of it as
they went to the lockerroorn behind
38-32. Before overtime, the Knights
never led by more than two points,
but kept the game close for a drive at
the end. That's been characteristic of
the team so many times this season.
Swaby, who scored 13 points, drove
in for a layup with 14 seconds left to
tie the score at 72-72.
''I thought Ochiel played a great
offensive game. He did a great job
setting people up," said Speraw. The
Knights made a gocx:l defensive effort to keep the Bulls from scoring,
sending the game into overtime.
Walker owned the boards pulling
down 14as theKnightsoutrebounded
the Bulls 40-26. He also added seven
points. Walker' s rebounding was
impressive since he is listed at 6-6
and is often outsi:zed at the center
position. "James Walker was a beast .
on the boards. I thought he did an
outstanding job," praised Speraw.
Saxton contributed a game high
24points andDavisadded 18points.UCF's 14-5 record, their best since
enteringDivisionI, guaranteed a winning season. The Knights haven't
won that many games since they
went 15-13 in 1983-84.

See Europe While Earning College Credit
-This Summer!!
Picture Yourself Going
•To class in a swiss Chalet
•Sunbathing in Paris & London
•Sunbathing "A Naturale" on the Riviera
•To the Hoffbrau Haus in Munich
Interested? Of course you are! Call Maleasa at:
(904)644-8245 or (904)875-4562

!Teaching Opportunity in Japan!
r

The Center for Multilingual Multicultural Studies
is Currently taking applications for an Assistant
English Teachirig position in Urayasu, Japan
beginning August, 1994
Applicants must have graduated from UCF by
Spring, 1994. Some knowledge of the
Japanese language and culture is.helpful.
Apply now for this great opportunity!
See Sharon in TRL 547-Room 110C for
application.
-

Deadline: March 1,1994

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Need:
A Will
Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

t:
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The Intense play of the Ledy Knights, shown here by Perle Campbell,
hes moved the teem to third In the TAAC. (DeHoog/Future)

LADY KNIGHTS

from page 24
scoring.
Coley and sophomore Missy
Briscoeeachscored 16pointsagainst
the Lady Hatters, and Coley grabbed
16 boards. Johnson was in double
digits again with 12 points, along
with freshman Kelly Evans, who
had 14.
One thing the Lady Knights
will need to work on before tournament time is theconsistency'oftheir
play. UCF jumped to an 8-0 lead
against Stet&on, then let it slip away.
Scoring went back and forth the
entire game, with UCF building a
lead and then letting Stetson come
bac_k and tie the score. The Lady
Halters never led, but UCF had
trouble putting the game away for
good.

"Right now we don't have a lot
of players with a lot of basketball
experience," said Richardson.
'We're in the process of learning.
Sometimes we lose concentration.
It's hard to keep intensity for forty
minutes."
Richardson said despite the inconsistency, the team is,getting the
job done.
'We are bending, but we are
not breaking. We're finding a way
to hold on. We're hoping that by
tournament time, we're more consistent."
The Lady Knights have three
weeks to improve, but they will
have to do so on .the road. Five of the
seven remaining games are away
from the UCF Arena. The TAAC
tournament begins March 10 at
Southeastern Louisiana University.

from page24
center field. That gave Rollins a 2-0
advantage heading into the top of the
fourth. In that inning UCF cut the
Tars' leadin halfwhen freshman Adam
Johnson scored from second on an
errant throw to first base.
That was all the scoring the Golden
Knights would do in the game. However, Rollins wasn't aware of this fact
and continued to score. The Tars rudely
greeted sophomore Craig Caz.art in
the fifth with a fluny of hits. The
Golden Knights right-hander failed to
get an out. However, he managed to
give up two hits, two runs and a walk.
The Knights broughtin sophomore
Jay Veniard who proved to be a lone
brightspotontheteam.Veniardpitched
four innings giving up no hits, runs or
walks, while striking out seven.
Both teams finished with six hits
apiece. First baseman Adam Johnson
had two hits and centerfielder Tony
Marrillia had a solid day going 2-4.
Johnson's day was indicative of the
way the game went for the Golden
Knights-up and down. Johnson had
a good day at the plate, however threw
the ball to everywhere but second base
on three sure pickoffs. Johnson, just
like UCF, looked brilliant one minute
and awful the next.
"The thing we can't do is panic,
because we know we're gonna be
good," said Sidwell.
UCF hopes to bounce back before ·
facing top-ranked opponents in the
Olive Garden Classic this weekend.
The field includes North Carolina St.,
Tennessee and Kansas. UCF faces
N.C.St. at 8 p.m. Friday night.

~ToMikEddiES
TrrnvEl & EvENTS CoondiNATOR
11

A Leisure Resource Company"

Low Airfares, Cheap Car Rentals
Great Hotel Rates
localed on Aloma al SI. Andrews
in lhe Crealde Executive Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE • SUITE 130
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
CALL (407) 677-9285 OR 1-800-392-8253

*Basic Returns Prepared For Only $25*
*Electronic Filing FREE with Preparation*
*Walk-in or by Appointment*
671-7222
Call Now!
671-7222
Discount Financial Services
3001 Aloma Ave. Suite 225A

LSAT•GRE•GMAT
PREP COURSE

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ORLANDO•COCOA•DELAND
Michael Tierney

Testing Specialist

(407) 740-0003
Small Classes & Top Scores

TAAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

(through February 7)

Florida International
Southeastern La.
UCF
Stetson
College of Charleston
Georgia St.
Mercer
Florida Atlantic*

Conference
W-L
6-0

All games
W-L

17-1

5-1

13-4

4-2

6-12

3-3
1-5
1-5

9-7

1-5

10-9
6-13

4-11
4-14

*FAU begins TAAC play in 1994-95
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Open Senate seats
available in most colleges&
more info call 823-2191 'V
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Sla*I "Ai' Jordan" fty the relianent coop and play for the While Sox?

A few months ago the sports world bid
what they thought was a fond good bye to the
stupendous Michael Jordan. The Chicago
Bulls have recuperated, but the NBA will
never be the same.
Jordan said "see ya" to his adoring fans
and the annoying media and retired. Then, he
pulled a Mohammed Ali with a twist. Air
Jordan is back, maybe. He's hoping for a spot
on the Chicago White Sox as an outfielder.
No more jams for Jordan, now he's trying for homers. But apparently Jordan has to
prove himself to more than just the coaches.
The move from the Chicago Arena to
Comiskey Park has a lot of critics. Some who
say Jordan can't, some who say he shouldn't.
Those who say he shouldn't are just sore.
They feel cheated, lied to. They, for some
strange reason, feel when you ·retire/ you
shouldn't be allowed to change your mind.
Hey, did you everthinkretirementisn't all its
made out to be? Maybe Jordan didn't like all
the free time. Besides, as any athlete will tell
you, sports are hard to give up. Especially
when they are such a big part of your life.
And please Trivial, substantiate your
claim that Jordan is being arrogant. Should we
call you arrogant for wanting to pursue any
dream of yours? If Jordan has the ability to
fulfill his goals, more power to him.
One the other side, doubters say Jordan
doesn't have what it takes. They say just
because he was so great on the hard court
won't mean anything when he's standing in
the batter's box. Maybe, but let him try. Hank
Aaron has been quoted as not having much
faith in him, but the Chi Sox coaches are the
ones with the final say, and they see potential.
Some people will say potential isn't

SIGNINGS
frompage24
ingjob easy.
''These are the best recruits
we've had since I've been here in
'81. It makes my job fun when
recruits have so many reasons to
want to come here," said Gooch.
The Golden Knights filled positions on both sides of the football. On the offensive side Gerard
Brayboy, a tailback from Cocoa
High Scool, has 10.5 speed in the
100-yard dash. He'll be entering a
stacked backfield that recently
added star running back Smith.
UCF also added some bulk to the
offensive line, signing Willie Jones,
a 6-6 tackle who topples the scales
at 320 pounds.
Defensively UCF has dealt with
one injury after another in recent
seasons. Nothing heals an ailing
defense quicker than the addition
of two all-Americans from junior
colleges. Lenard Hayes is a defensive back from Iowa Central Junior College who stands the best
chance to be a starter next season.
Tanner Morrison is a defensive
lineman from Georgia Military
Junior College who brings a load
at 300 pounds.
With a signing day like this,
and the prospect of many more
taJentrichonesinthefuture, UCF
is ensuring themselves success at
the Division I-A level.

enough. True. But Jordan also possess something many athletes do not have- drive. He
did not lead the Bulls to so many championships on talent alone. And he's not dumb
enough to think he's going to walk onto the
field in a pin-stripped uniform and became the
next Babe Ruth in one season. He's already
said he would go to the minors if that's what
he has to do. Some people say he's using his
name to get him on the team. But, he's in the
batter's cage more than anyone else right
now.
And, hey, Jordan could do great things
for baseball and the White Sox. He is already.
a great marketing commodity. Even all the
doubters in Chicago will come out to the park,
just to see if they're right.
I suspect, however, they won't be.right.
Stand and cheer, Jordan fans, and give
the man a chance.

Four months ago, the mighty Michael
Jordan retired from the NBA and stunned
the sports community and millions of fans
across the globe.
Jordan said he wanted privacy following the murder of his father. The ex-Chicago Bulls star wanted to get out of the
public eye and away from the news media' ,s·
daily scrutiny.
Air Jordan's statements were simply a
lot of hot air.
The ego-maniac signed a minor league
contract with the Chicago White Sox Monday and will try and make the American
League squad's final roster.
I guess he's gotten over his father's
death and doesn't mind dealing with pushy,
obn?xious reporters once again.
Jordan says he just following a dream,
but it seems everybody's favorite commercial star is just trying to regain the global
An Offsides aside:
spotlight.
I sincerely hope the United States OlymI'm critical of Jordan's baseball pursuit
pic Committee makes the right decision and because it contradicts the sappy statements
refuses to let Ms. Tonya "I'll do anything to he made just a few months ago. Sure, he's
win" Harding skate at the Olympics. As an- allowed to change his mind. But, he doesn't
American, that's not how I want to be repre- look like the devastated guy he portrayed
sented.
himself as to the throngs of media follow-

1r1i 1111111t.=r11;1,J:;1

ing his every word and action.
Ms. Duncanson, I neither feel cheated
or lied to by Jordan. Rather, I'm angered by
his arrogant, pompous behavior.
I'm also upset with Chicago's decision
to give him a spot on its Triple-A ball club.
Jordan's self-serving pursuit is squeezing
some hardworking young hopeful from his
dream.
Shame on the White Sox for milking
so much publicity from this stunt.
C'mon, Jordan's not some 18-year old
kid hoping to catch on in a rookie league.
The former NBA great is 30 years old and
can't hit a changeup. A few extra swings in
batting practice isn't going to change this.
Jordan should hang up the cleats and either
stay home or lace up his high tops and
return to the Bulls.
Who's he fooling? Not me and hopefully not you.

An Official Word aside on Tonya
Harding's Olympic status.
As we went to print, the ice princess
was still skating in preparation for a trip to
Norway.
She hasn' t been charged with anything
and Ms. Duncanson is still wrong . She 's
going to get her shot at the gold unless she ' s
indicted.
Hmm, innocent until proven guilty still
works.
Until next week, remember, the sports
beat goes on.

Recreational Services Spring
Schedule
EVENT
Wrestling
Softball
Floor Hockey
Tennis Doubles
Racquetball

DEADLINE

2/14
2/17
2/21
2/25
3/24

·.. ·. ....... ·.. :,:-. ..
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Rec Services is accepting
applications for anyone
interested in officiating
intramural softball and
floor hockey leagues. Call
Jim Wilkening at 8232408 if you want to get
involved in these sports or
any intramural program.
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.Pull your ugliest hat out of
the closet and don it for the
Golden Knights basketball
game Saturday, Feb. 19
against the Stetson Hatters.
Prizes will be given away for
the worst hats to be worn in
the place. You could win 2
VIP TAAC Tournament
tickets, 2 passes to
Universal Studios or a Giant
Bag of UCF memorabilia.
Tip-off at the UCF Arena is at
2 p.m. Don't miss all the
action.
CORRECTION
Our eyes deceived us last week in
the wee hours of the morning. UCF
pitcher Mike Halperin was listed as
a right-hander. Actually, he
whizzes fastballs with his left arm.

r---------~-------------------------------,

AUTO INSURANCE
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UCF STUDENTS!

GUARANTEED
SE HABLA ESPANOL
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2021-B Lee Road
Winter Park

HOURS
Mon-Thurs
9-6

(Between I-4 and 17-92)

Friday!Hi

629-6364
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Mention this ad,
·and get free towing
coverage!

FREE QUOTES
by phone
expires 2/28/94

CALL TODAY
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Men and women hope to make·a
"racquef' in 1994 TAAC tennis play

.

by SCOTT GINCHEREAU
Contributing Reporter

n

Spring is in high gear and that will try the professional tour next son ranked 15th in the South.
The Knights will play agenerous home
year if he can obtain sponsorship.
means warmer weather, longer days
The women have a much schedule with 32 of the combined 44
and UCF tennis. Coach Gail
matches being
Falkenberg (3rd seaplayed on the UCF
son) is set to lead the 1..............................................
campus. Home
Knights into what
matches
are played
hopes to be a record
on
the
courts
loyear for UCF. Both
cated
behind
the
the men and women
Wayne Densch
are coming off winCenter.
ning seasons; 15-7-1
The
season
for the men and 16-9
should
be
exciting
for the women. Their
as UCF continues
1994
outlooks,
to build a program
though, project even
that's quickly be-stronger squads.
, , :,: ::\/: coming one of the
"The men's
finest in the state.
team is the best we've
The teams play _
ever had here and the
Thursday
against
women will also
Bethunecompete for the conyounger team this season and will be Cookman. Falkenberg says she's not
ference title," said Falkenberg.
The men are peaking at what led by sophomore sensation Tracy decided on the final line-up and there
Coletta. Coletta compiled an impres- may be some position ch}Hges during .
may be a "do or die" point. The men
sive record of 16-8 as a freshman, the early matches in tl{e season. The
will lose fourseniors this yearto graduation, makingthisseason moreimpor- including an amazing streak ofdomi- Knights are almost 1OOpercenthealthy
tant than ever. The men will again be nance throughout the entire second with the exception ofGerben Willems,
led by Christian Carlstrom, the native half of the season. With added expe- · who is suffering from a condition
of Sweden who missed the end oflast rience combined with her pre-exist- similar to "turf toe." He's considered
ing talent, Coletta may be, in fact, the day-to-day.
season due to an NCAA investigation.
So come out and support the
future ofUCF women's tennis.
Allegations swirled Carlstrom was inKnights
as they set out to tackle the
Coletta and the rest of the Lady
volved with an agent before leaving
Knights have earned their first ever Trans America Athletic Conference
Sweden. Carlstrom has "professional
preseason ranking, beginning the sea- and bring the titles home.
talent" according to Falkenberg and
Men's Tennis Team
1994 Spring Schedule

Feb. 12 vs. Southern Mississippi 2p.m.
2p.m.
Feb. 14 vs. Tampa
2p.m.
Feb. 17 @Stetson
I p.m.
Feb. 19 vs. Florida Atlantil
2p.m.
Feb.22 @ North Florida
2p.m.
Mar. I vs. Hampton
Mar.4 vs. Col. of Char. @DeLand 3 p.m.
Mar. 5 vs. Fla. Int'l. @ DeLand 2p.m.
2p.m.
Mar. 8 vs. Troy State
2p.m.
Mar._ IO vs. Valparaiso
lOa.m.
Mar. 12 _vs. Pittsburgh
2p.m.
Mar. 14 vs. North Carolina State
11 a.m.
Mar. 15 vs. Army
11:30 a.m.
Mar. 16 vs. Louisville
3:30p.m.
Mar. 23 vs. Cincinnati
11 a.m.
Mar. 26 vs. Brown
I p.m.
Apr. 9 vs. South Florida
2:30p.m.
Apr. 12 @Rollins
2:30p.m.
Apr. 15 @ Jacksonville
Apr. 16 vs. Ga. South. @ Jackson. 2p.m.
Apr. 22-24 @ TAAC Championships@
Charleston, SC

find one. But if you're a nurs-

*FREE
ENROLLMENT WITH
ANY ANNUAL
PROGRAM WITH
THIS COUPON
STUDENTS $19.95
PER MONTH
~---------------J
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HOURS
MON-THURS
SATURDAY

6 AM-11 PM
9 AM-8 PM

FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM
SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000

Wolff system tanning at

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

Women's Tennis Team
1994 Spring Schedule

2p.m.
Feb. 14 vs. Tampa
Feb.23 @ South Florida @ Tampa 2 p.m.
2p.m.
Feb.28 vs. Florida Southern
Mar.4 vs. Col. of Char. @DeLand 3 p.m.
Mar. 5 vs. Florida Int'I."@ peLand2 p.m.
2p.m.
Mar.8 vs. Troy State
2p.m.
Mar. 10 vs. Valparaiso
lOa.m.
Mar. 12 vs. Pittsburgh
Mar. 13 @Wisconsin @Milwaukee 9 a.m.
9a.m.
Mar. 14 vs. Northern Illinois
9a.m.
Mar. 15 vs. Southern Illinois
11:30 a.In.
Mar. _16 vs. Wis. @Green Bay
3:30p.m.
Mar. 21 vs. Cleveland State
2p.m.
Mar. 25 vs. Eastern Illinois
2p.m.
Mar. 29 vs. Lewis-Clark State
2p.m.
Mar. 31 @Stetson
lOp.m.
Apr. 3 vs. Florida Atlantic
2p.m.
Apr. 5 vs. Rollins
2p.m.
Apr. 7 vs. Bethune-Cookman
I p.m.
Apr. 9 vs. South Florida
2:30p.m.
Apr. 15 @ Jacksonville
Apr. 22-24 @ TAAC Championships@
Charleston, SC

. IN THE ARMY,
..
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

• Friendly Atmosphere
• Personal Training
•Computer Fitness Testing
•Co-Ed facility
•Free Weight<;
•Aerobics
• Exercise cycles
• Stairclimbers
• Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
•Weight Loss
•Juice Bar
•Nursery
•Private Lockers
•Private Showers

{---------------,
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::---- with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

10 Visits for $25.00
• Acrylic Nails (student discounts available)
• Massage therapist
• NEW TRIM & SLIM THIGH CREAM NOW
AVAILABLE
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m. Sunday -12a.m.-5p.m
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94

282 6042
•

Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
?OL
281-4438

'

-

St. JosepliS
Catfio[ic Cliurcli

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

rnand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

Sunday Masses:
8 a.rlJ., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

1501 Alafaya Trail

275-0841
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Men rock ·n' roll over USF and TAAC foes, climb to 14-5
by TONY HUCTHESON

UCFs senior point
guard approaches
another record

Contributing Reporter

UCF delighted the home crowd
this week by winning all three of their
games. More dose wins pushed the
Knights to a seventh consecutive win.
In Thursday's game versus Georgia State, the Knights played out of
sync and couldn't seem to get their
offense going, but still managed to
come out on top 74-72. "We weren't
sharp defensively," said UCF head
coach Kirk Speraw. ''We weren' tsharp
mentally on offensive."
That was noticeable as the Knights
turned the ball over 21 times. ''We
cmneoutcomplacent...wedidn'tcome
out hungry," said junior guard Patrick
Butts.
UCF played a horrendous first half
as the Panthers led by as many as 15
points. But the Knights awakened,
keyed by back to back three-pointers
from junior forward Ochiel Swaby
and junior guard Darryl Davis, and
went on a run.
'1 don't ever feel we're going to
lose a game," s~d Swaby.
Swaby, who scored a game high 31
points, stole the ball and slammed it
through the hoop with 49 seconds left
as UCF tied the game. GSU could not
score on their possession and the

by JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter

Simia Phillips' five-point perfonnance against South Rorida Monday night left him seven shy of the 1,000 career point
mark•.UCF improved to 14-5 following their 89-85 overtime victory over the Bulls. (DeHoog/Future)

Knights set up for their last shot. With left, Walker, shooting 53 percent from
the clock running down, Butts threw the charity stripe, had destiny in his
up an errant shot but Walker.grabbed hands. ''Personally,Ihaveconfidence
themissandtookitstraightup,draw- .in my free throw," said Walker. He
ing the foul.
showed it by hitting both foul shots
With thegametiedand3.4seconds giving UCF the win.

Saturday was a different story as
UCF entertained Samford. The Bulldogs beat UCF in January. But, this
meeting produced a different result
and the Knights downed the Dogs 80See B-BALL, page 20

SinuaPhillips' personal feats have
been lost in the shuffle of a tremendously successfu1 season for the
Knights' basketbal1 team. Phillips is
closing in on 1,000 points in his illustrious career.
Sinua is often overlooked, being
he's only 5-10. But he's ready to stand
and make some noise, and nothing
wi11 be Jouder than the sound of Sinua
eclipsing 1,000points.Earlierthisseason, UCFs senior point guard passed
the 500 assists mark, something that's
never been done at UCF. As he approaches another record, Sinua has to
be considered one of the best allaround players in UCFs history.
Phillips is a veteran player, in his
fourth year with the team. He has
always been a Jeader, however in the
past it was his actions that made him
so.
Off the court Phillips is able to
maintain his innate leadership skills.
"He presents himself very well in the
See SINUA, page 20

UCF baseball gets the "tar''
beat out of them at Rollins, 5-1
by JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter

UCF's baseball team once had a heated rivalry with cross-town foesRollinsCollege. Since
then one team has gone on to Division I-A, and
the other remained in Division II. Jt would
surprise anyone who saw Sunday's game that
UCF was the higher division team as the Rollins
Tars defeated the Knights 5-1 in the season
opener for both squads. ''We had the better team
butwedidn't~ome ready top1ay, the enthusiasm
wasn't there," commented assistant coach Rob
Sidwell.
UCF leads the overall series 35-32-1, but this
mattered little to UCF head coach Jay Bergman.
Rollins is currently ranked fourth in the nation
in the Division II poll by Baseball America.
magazine. Meanwhile, the Knights are the defending Trans America Athletic Conference
champions. However, UCF is a young team

looking to prov~ last year was no fluke. The only
thing they proved Sunday was they're a young
team prone to making mistakes and committing
costly errors. "Hopefully this game woke some
people up. If not, there will be other peop1e in
there," said Sidwell.
Rollins started their pre-season All-American Ben F1eetham on the hill. UCF countered
with their ace, lefty Mike Halperin.
F1eetham showed great control through 7 1/3
innings giving up no earned runs, while striking
out six. Halperin on the other hand was wild,
hitting three batters and allowing three earned
runs in four innings.
Rollins opened the scoring attack in the bottom of the third inning when Jason Lunetta
tattooed a Halperin fastball off the fence in right-

. ,,.
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See BASEBALL, page 21

Wo111e11 surprise critics going inlD stretch
by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

In the Trans America Athletic
Conference's pre-season poll, the Lady
Knights were picked to finish dead last. Head
coach Jerry Richardson can look at the poll
now and laugh.
After defeating Stetson 78-69 Saturday,
UCF took over third place in the. conference
standings. The women post a 6-12 overall
record and a 4-2 record in the TAAC.
"Coaches were looking at last year's
team," Richardson said. "No one gave us a
chance to be competitive. I knew we had
potential to play above what we were predicted to finish."
Seven games and counting until the Lady
Knights begin the TAAC tournament. And

each and every game is important. They're all
against conference foes.
Butifrecentplay.isanyindication, UCF's
opponents will need to be on their toes. Every
game the Lady Knights have been able to
count on someone to step in and put up some
impressive numbers. In Tuesday's 81-57 loss
to non-conference opponent South Florida,
sophomore LaTonya Johnson dumped in 17
points. Five points came from the charity
stripe, where Johnson sunk five of seven.
Sophomore forward Tamika Coley added
I 0 points and 11 rebounds, numbers which
keep her as a TAAC leader in both categories.
She is also tied for 33rd in the nation in
See LADY KNIGHTS, page 21

WH .·T'S
@N ~AP?
THURSDAY
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. BethuneCookman 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball@ Mercer 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball@ Mercer 7:45 p.m.
(WGT AM540)

SATURDAY
Men's Rugby @NOVA @ St. Petersburg
noon
Men's Tennis vs. Southern Mississippi 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball@ Co11ege of Charleston 3:15 p.m.
Men's Basketball @ College of Charleston
FRIDAY
5:30p.m.
Women's Go1f @ Lady Gator Invitational (WGT AM540)
(thru Sun.)
MONDAY
Baseball@ Olive Garden Classic (thru Sun.)
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Tampa 2
See game story for times

p.m.

.

